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Faculty Differ on
Class Size Issue

The Civic Center Colisenin reopened Wednesday after two years of reconstraction. Story on pages 6
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New Computer System to Assist
Administration, Financial Aid
tor0Verserffogramming
by Mary Ann Connors
In late November, under the
direction of Robbins Winslow,
Trinity placed a down payment on a
new computer system. According
to Winslow, the Director of Administrative Data Systems and Coordinator of Foreign Study Advising,
the new system, PDP 11/34. The
new computer will not replace the
one currently in use, but will be
used in addition to it. Features of
the new computer include greater
power and memory.
Another feature of the new
computer is the QUODATA's
QDMS, a system of: interrelated
software written to run in basicplus language. These computer
programs will allow for the integration of various information which is
stored in different offices. For
example, student addresses are
now held in two or three different
places on campus; the PDP 11/44
will enable all of these addresses to
be stored in one place and will
allow for easier retrieval and more
accurate information.
One of the reasons for purchasing the new computer system,
according to Winslow, is that "the
administrative computing at Trinity
has been fragmented." Presently,
the business office has a Burroughs
ComputerLand the registrar's office
uses punch cards. These punch
cards have to be transported to
Springfield College for use on the
IBM computer. Springfield College
is a "service bureau," offering use
of its computers for a price,-Jhe
PDP 11/44 will dispose of this
fragmentation and provide a more
efficient, accurate, and integrated
system, according to Winslow.
Pieter Cruson, the newly hired
computer system manager, will
take up his duties on February 25.
Between February and the end of

the summer, Winslow and Cruson
will- work together designing information programs which will be
entered into the computer when it
begins to operate.
"The PDP 11/44," commented Winslow, "already has most of
the programming done. What you
have to do is tailor-make it for your
own needs. This will be what the
system manager does."
Winslow stated that information
from admission applications of the
class of 1985 will be the first to be
entered into the PDP 11/44^
Probably the student's name, '

address, previous high school, date
of entrance, telephone number,
SAT scores, class rank, academic
average, and interests will be
entered into the computer.
Winslow added that, out of an
approximate 3000 student applications, the information on the 450
matriculate students will then be
transferred to the registrar's office,
The information from the remaining 2550 applications will be
deleted from the active file. "The
information will probably be transferred to magnetic tape storage to
Cont. on P. 2

by Steves Elmendori
and Carol Pelletter
Trinity prides itself on its small
size and the subsequent opportunity for student-faculty interaction. Flexibility in faculty
staffing has been minimized by the
current freeze on the size of the
faculty. Faculty and administrators
show varied levels of concern over
what effect this lack of flexibility
will have on class size at Trinity.
Statistics compiled by the
Registrar's office show that the
average class size has declined over
the last five years. During the
Christmas term 1973 the average
section size was 22.68. During the
Christmas term 1979 the average
section size had declined to 19.65.
College President Theodore D.
Lockwood says that the question of
the seriousness of large class
enrollments is "misperceived" and
'that a more pertenent question is
"what are the different styles of
teaching that you want to have
available to students?"
According to Lockwood bulging
class enrollments are a problem
which must be approached
pragmatically
given
budget
guidelines for faculty hiring, but
Trinity, with a student-faculty ratio
of approximately 12-1, is "not out
of line" with comparable institutions. In fact, notes Lockwood,
teachers at Trinity have smaller
teaching loads than instructors at
larger institutions. Teaching load
is, according to Lockwood, an
important variable in determining
the quality of student-teacher
interaction. Lockwood said that it
is important to recognize these
other variables when considering
the enrollment question.
Lockwood agreed with several
department chairmen in saying that
a larger selection of courses is
preferred over a limited number of
low enrollment courses. Lockwood
believes that, although small

Noted Journalist Speaks on
Last Ruler of Afghanistan
by Mark Boelhouwer
Rhea Talley Stewart, a veteran
journalist with extensive first hand
knowledge of Afghanistan,' lectured on the Last Days of Afghanistan. The lecture, held last Monday in McCook Auditorium, was
sponsored by the History Department and Intercultural Studies
Program. While Stewart's presentation was somewhat unorganized,
it was highly interesting in the fact
that she presented many personal
observations and vignettes.
Formerly a writer for The
Richmond Times-Dispatch, The
Louisville Courier-Journal and
other papers in • the south and
mid-west, Stewart has made seven
visits to Afghanistan since 1966.
Her book, Fire in Afghanistan, was
banned in that country because of
its revelations about the then
reigning royal family.
Stewart is believed to have been
the last western journalist to have
interviewed ex-President Hafizullah Amin before his overthrow in a
Soviet-backed coup last December.

It was Stewart's impression that
Afghanistan President Amin was
trying to use the interview to signal
to the United States that he was in
trouble with his Soviet benefactors
and hoped for western support.
The interview was widely publicized through the state-controlled
press and was broadcast verbatim
on the Afghanistan state radio.
Throughout the interview, Amin
frequently stated that he was afraid
of foreign imperialism, but never
once did he mention American or
western imperialism. At one point,
when the interview came around to
the topic of television, Amin stated
that he wanted more western
programs, referring not only to
television but to other forms of
western aid. However, he added,
he was never offered any aid.
Steward found Amin very charming and said that she often had to
remind herself that she was talking
"with a minor league Joseph
Stalin."
Stewart was granted special
privileges in Afghanistan due to

the fact that she had a long
standing interest in the country and
that her book was the only ever
written from the Afghani point of
view.
When'asked who lost Afghanistan, Stewart replied that she felt
that the U.S. State Department had
always viewed Afghanistan as
within the Soviet sphere of influence. Even though the United
States had given Afghanistan millions of dollars in aid, it was always
less than, what the Soviets gave.
The Soviets, she said, always
responded better to the wants and
needs of the Afghani Government.
When asked if the Afghani
insurgents would be able to mount
a credible defense, Stewart responded that the insurgents would
be able to if they were able to get
organized and acquire a source of
modern weapons. She said that
many of the rebels were fighting
with rifles dating from 1898.

seminar courses are important,
lectures can also be exciting ex-~
periences if they are led by
dynamic instructors. Lockwood
said, "the challenge is to use the
greatest amount of imagination" in
providing different academic
settings.
Henry DePhillips, Chairman of.
the Educational Policy Committee
(EPC), believes that there is a
problem with class size but he does
not feel it is a pressing problem.
The EPC is charged with the
responsibility of allocating faculty
among departments and programs.
DePhillips sees a conflict between
upper level courses which maintain
the integrity of the major and lower
level courses which attract majors
and non-majors alike.
DePhillips believes that a
balance must be struck between
the two. If the size of a lower level
course becomes too large,
DePhillips says there may be years
when an upper level course cannot
be offered. DePhillips is quick to
warn though that "we must try and
keep the balance in perspective. I
feel comfortable with that
balancing as long as each department and program is constantly
reviewing the balance."
DePhillips pointed out that the
"drawing card in any course is the
professor who teaches it." Because
of this he says it is impossible -to
limit the size of some courses.
DePhillips also mentioned that
one method used to deal with large
classes is teaching assistants. He
said "we are using more and more
TA's which is desirable and useful,
but it is subject to abuse."
Class size was a factor in the
EPC's consideration of a request
from the economics department
for an additional Full Time
Equivalent (FTE). (Staff levels per
department are traditionally
assessed in terms of Full Time
Equivalent" Faculty. FTE is a
measure of faculty teaching loads,
not salary benefits or number of
individuals. Thus staffing can be
measured in fractions.) The. EPC
denied that request after much
discussion:
According
to
DePhillips the request was based
j primarily on rising enrollments in
economics. DePhillips says in
discussing the EPC's negative
decision, "We finally came down
Cont. on P. 3
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Clarke Speaks on Future
of Blacks in '80's
by Jennifer Zaccara
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Dr. John Henrik Clarke lectures on the 80's In the first of a series of
events to commemorate Afro-American History month.

Computer to Aid in
Admissions Process
Cont, from P . l

system, magnetic tape system, 16
part multiplier, and operating
software, is $79,405. This price,
however, does not include Cruson's
salary, supply costs or monthly
maintenance costs. Site preparation, delivery and other "first year
costs" will make the total rise to
approximately $128,000. Winslow,
however, is quick to point out that
"The computer could be very "the new computer will not be
helpful in admission recruiting by entirely an add-on cost." ,
providing earlier contacts," added
Winslow. Presently, alumni re"A new computer system for
cruiters have to be matched by
Trinity has been talked about for a
hand with students from similar
number of years," according to
geographical areas. The PDP 11/44
Winslow. Although Trinity has
will handle this task.
been slow in, obtaining the new
The cost of Digital's PDP 11/44 system, Winslow said, "Trinity has
computer, including the console learned from the success and
printing terminal, dual disk sub- mistakes of other schools."
do longitudinal studies in the
future," said Winslow.
Longitudinal studies may begin
in ten years by comparing the test
scores, interests, and class rank of
the rejected students of the class of
1985 with the test scores, interests,
and class rank of the rejected
students of the class of 1995.

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oyen Grinders

Dr. John Henrik Clarke, historian and Chairman of Black and
Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter
College, delivered a powerful
speech entitled, "Forecast for the
80's: The Black World in Transi
tion," last Friday night.
Dr. Clarke began his lecture with
the assessment that we might have
to change what we think of as the
cultural history of the world.
People are no longer satisfied with
the vague historical "misinformation" about non-Western cultures.
According to Clark, there is an
increasing desire for new and
healthy definitions in history. Black
history has been the victim of false1
assumptions made without investigation.
One of the many examples of this
• misinformation cited by Dr. Clarke
is that world history often refrains
from recognizing the unique high
development of the African people.
When Europe emerged for the first
time, Africa was already old and in
its second Golden Age. Another
case lies in the fact that the
Egyptian civilization rose out of a
composite of a number of black
cultures at the lower Nile. Dr.
Clarke explains this phenomenon
as being caused by "a need,
emotionally, for Egypt to be
white."
• Much literature and research' has
dealt with the persecution of the
Jewish people during the second
World War, but "no people has
suffered more from cultural!assault
than the blacks." With considerable emotion, Dr. Clarke cried that
"we are living in a Holocaust that
started 500 years ago and still
remains." He followed this statement with the idea that people rise
and fall within the context of
institutions. Accofding to Clarke,
when the Europeans first enslaved
the black people, they mutilated
and destroyed their cultural heritage. Clarke commented that "you
don't need to jail a people when
you force them to laugh at and
question their own institutions."
Clarke focused on the political
and economic value of the" Afro-

Call when you
leave - it will
he ready upon
arrrival

American world. He asked why
peoples who are numerically smaller ih population than "the blacks,
are considered as more important:
"Why does Europe get so much
more aid than all of the black
nations?" Dr. Clarke pushed his
point further by declaring that
ironically, 40% of the oil imported
in America and other countries is
dredged from African soil. Most of
the gold supply comes from Africa
as well. Clarke asserted that
"America needs the black nations
now more than anyone else in the
world since we are the calling card
to the rest of the emerging world."
A crucial point of the lecture was
Clarke's statement that the blacks
are not a minority and yet many
think of themselves as a minority.
"We have a minority psychosis,"

by Mary Ann Connors
The election of new officers was
the main topic of discussion at the
Student Government Association
meeting on February 4. Under the
S.G.A. constitution, officer elections are held only after dorm
elections are completed. According
to S.G.A. President Jim Pomet
officer elections could not be-held
at the February 4 meeting because
there were not enough votes turned
in from High Rise or SeaburyNortham. After considerable dispute, it was decided that elections
would be held at the next meeting
on Monday, February 11. The
elections will pit Lucretia Hadden
against Jim Pomeroy for the
presidency. •
Results of the S.G.A. elections
held last week were: Mike BrowrSophomore class representative,
Tom Hefferon and Alan ShiffmanCurriculum Committee, Bob AielloBudget Committee and Denise
Temperilli and Alan ShiffmanCareer Counseling Committee.
Other S.G.A. business began
with news about the Course
Evaluations Booklet. Three representatives who failed to turn in
course evaluations by the beginning of the meeting on Monday
were sent to the Steering Board for
disciplinary action, v
In reference to the proposed
book exchange, Peter O'Brien, a
member of the Book Exchange
Committee, announced that he had
spoken to professor of Economics,
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Clarke perceives the black
people to be at the crossroads of
history, trying to find direction and
'a definitive place in the world. The
lecture closed with Clarke's vehement declaration that black people
are only beginning to come to
terms with their own self-impottance. The lecture was followed by
an open discussion between Dr.
Clarke and the audience.

SGA Postpones
Election of Officers

Bar & Grill

PIZZA

said Clarke. There is a psychological pressure on the black personality." This pressure has repressed
black Americans. The forecast for
the 80's involves a reassessment of
black status in American society. In
John Clarke's opinion, "Blacks
who think they have made it are
wrong; they aren't going to get any
further than the other guy. Nobody
will make it until we all do."
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to Florida
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Robert Battis. Battis suggested
that students receive money instead of credit when they sell books
because the need for money is
greater in the spring than in the
fall. Another possible problem is
for insurance for stored
i and for those which are not
sold.
Mike Huebsch of the Transportation Committee reported that Karl
Kurth, Director of Athletics, made
a bid of $2700 for the van on Sat.,
February 2. When informed that a
bid of $2800 was made the next
day, Kurth raised the bid to $2850.
The Committee accepted this price,
allowing Kurth to purchase the
van. The Transportation Committee is presently looking into buying
a station wagon for Trinity students' use.
• *• e'*JUis>
Bruce Johnson told the S.G.A.
that he had talked with President
Lockwood in reference to a proposal to establish a committee that
would choose a graduation speaker
for future years. Lockwood suggested that a group of juniors
organize during the spring and
present him with a list of possible
speakers who will not want to be
paid, A motion for an " a d hoc"
committee was accepted.

.
co
U

In other business, Matt Pace said
that he believed, " T h e S.G.A.
should be involved in more issues
that are pertinent to the world."
Pace's suggestion that the S.G.A.
draw up a formal proposal which
would reveal sentiment for or
against the draft, met with approval.
T h e last topic of discussion was a
dispute over how to fill the vacancy
Cont. on P . 4
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by Megan White
the largest portion of which was
For the second year in a row, spent in paying off budget deficits
WRTC. the College radio station, and improving the station's classtaged an on the air fund-raising sical collection. Over $1000 was
marathon. The marathon was held spent in buying imported records.
from 6 AM Monday February 4 to 2
In foremost priority in the use of
AM Sunday February 10. Bill funds raised, during this year's
Paine, WRTC Director of Devel- drive, according to Bill Paine, is a
opment, stated that a $7000 goal new antenna. The antenna curhad been set, but that realistically rently being used by the station is
he is expecting between $3000 and horizontally polarized and although
$4000 to be raised.
it gives efficient dispersal, it does
All members of the station have not provide adequate car reception
been involved in the fund-raising and has difficulty in transmitting
drive, particularly program coordi- over such obstacles as mountains.
nators, who made sure that indivi- The station is planning to buy an
duals were always on hand to antenna with circular polarization,
answer phones. During their pro- the cost of whose entire installation
gramming, station disc jockeys will be between $2000 and $2500.
requested between songs that Fu'nds will also be put towards the
members of their audience call in to station's jazz collection, particumake donations to the station. A larly Big Band music. Paine has
five-doilar minimum pledge was hopes that funding will be sufrequested, with donators being ficient to refurnish the station.
placed on the station's mailing list. Work has already begun on the
Paine stated that the period during production room, and Paine would
which the heaviest contributions like to see it extended to the control
are generally made is from 6 AM to room, with new record racks
2 AM the following morning, purchased.
although a fair number of donaPaine stated that much of the
tions are made during all time credit for the work put into
slots.
organizing the marathon should be
As part of the marathon drive, given to Katherine Youngdahl,
the hosts of the "Alien Rock Show" Station Manager. Paine also comheld a marathon dance in Hamlin mented that, "the entire jazz staff,
Hall on Thursday February 7 at and Sally DeSipio, who hosts a
9:00 p.m., with a $5.00 admission classical music show, have done
charge. The Alien Rock hosts are phenomenal jobs in raising money.''
raising money to pay back the
Budget Committee for use of
In the past, according to Paine,
central services in mailing their money raised in marathons was
programming schedules. In the merely "icing on the cake," but
past, the "Aliens" have sponsored now, due to inflation, improveconcerts, such as the one given by ments desired by the station must
the jazz-rock group National come almost entirely from the
Health, who played in the Wash- marathons. As of last Thursday
ington Room last semester. How- evening, the $3000 mark had been
ever, the concerts have not been reached, and Paine was optimistic
overly lucrative.
that weekend programming would
In last year's five-day marathon, raise substantial funds that would,
^•jBiif flies" Station"over the top."&

Kozol Advocates
Educational Change
by Kathy Whittemore
Nationally known educator Jonathan Kozol is teaching a College
course this semester entitled "The
Myth of Impotence: Political Indoctrination in Public Schools." The
purpose of the course is to attempt
to realize the unconventional goal
described in the course syllabus as
acquainting the student "with the
realities of modern society: that is
to endanger the student's soul in
an atmosphere of enlightened
discourse."
Though his ideas cannot be
easily summarized, it is clear that
Kozol advocates a drastic change in
America's school system. Such a
change, he feels, "can only come
about by uprooting the social order
as we know it, and purging it of all
the elements which have created an
undemocratic and stifling system of
education."
Kozol speaks from experience.
Entering the Boston public school
system as a substitute teacher in
1964, he soon found that the school
was suffused with an often racist
and condescending teaching staff
who fostered a sense of rigidity and
hopelessness in their pupils.. The
student body itself had, because of
the schooling process, been subsequently drained of any creativity
and intellectual spark.
Trying to right some of these ills,
Kozol ended up being fired within
the year. The charge? He had
taught the poetry of Langston
Hughes and Robert Frost, and
shown works by artist Paul Klee to
black children. This encounter with
public school education became the
subject of his aptly titled work
"Death at an Early Age" about
which one reviewer wrote, "I have

heard enough Nego boys talking,
not bitterly but jokingly . . . to feel
that what Kozol says is the truth."
The book won" the National Book
Award, and Kozol went on to write
The Night is Dark and I Am Far
Away From Home and Children of
the Revolution. The latter is a
chronicle of the campaign which
sprung up from Castro's decision to
end illiteracy within one year.
Kozol himself came to believe "the
Cubans run a school system far
superior to our own" and in his
book describes just how the Cubans
created such a system.

Paul Bezanker participates In the WKTC on the air fond raising marathon.

Faculty Work Load Cited as
Problem in Large Classes
Cont. from P. 1
entire college. Curran asserted that
on an argument not based "we believe we are more than
primarily on enrollments; we also carrying our burden."
have to consider how it (an adFrank Kirpatrick, Chairman of
ditional FTE) might help the
curriculum of the department and the Religion Department and a
the departments interfacing with member of the EPC, believes that
his department has a "nice balance
other departments."
Ward S. Curran, Chairman of between large introductory classes
the Economics Department, is and small upper level classes."
concerned
about
rising Kirpatrick declared that class size
enrollments.
The
Economics does not have to be a problem
department, says Curran, "is under "with some judicious thought on
continuing pressure to expand the how to deal with introductory
size of Economics 101 sections." classes. We have not yet tried all
.Curran says his department has q the options available to us."
Edward Sloan, Chairman of the
policy of keeping 101 sections
limited to around thirty students. History Department, believes that
The department also limits the size the size of history courses is "no
of its required 301-302 courses to problem." Sloan says his departbetween 25 and 35 students. All ment leaves it up to the individual
elective courses in Economics have instructor to determine class size.
Sloan says that the "large lecture
open enrollments.
Curran does not see the answer courses pay for the small
to Economics staffing problems to seminars." Sloan does not see this
destructive,
as
"large
be increasing the size of 101 as
sections. Curran pointed out that enrollments are not necessarily
in a 101 section of over 30 people bad." Large lectures according to
the student has difficulty in asking Sloan are both "efficient and
questions. He feels that the lecture- effective." Sloan says that the top
question format is particularly figure for an effective seminar is
important in economics because fifteen students.
History lecturer Jack Cbatfield
most students are being exposed to
teaches some of the largest courses
the subject for the first time.
Curran. believes that rising at the College. His History 210
course had 142 students last
student enrollments in Economics
semester
and History 352 has over
will continue. He points out that
the department's average class size 120 students this semester.
is 27 compared to 19.65 for the Chatfield lias mixed feelings about
large classes. Chatfield stressed
that many factors go into making
an effective lecture including the
setting of the lecture. This semester
History 352 meets in Cinestudio
which Chatfield referred to as a
some point in the near future to the "cinematic cavern."
SGPB regarding which band will be
Chatfield noted that "whether or
hired to play.
not a seminar works depends on
Also discussed at the meeting fifteen people, whether or not a
was a letter written to IFC Advisor lecture works depends on the
Wayne Asmus from Vice-President instructor." Grading in large
Thomas A. Smith regarding cur- classes is on of Chatfield's biggest
rent policies on rushing freshmen. concerns; "clearly this is a
Reaction to the query was mixed, problem, in fact it's a big problem.
Certain exams cannot be graded by
as no one was certain why the
TA's." Chatfield says that a lecture
subject was brought up or what Mr.
course must be constantly
Smith wanted to know about it.
reshaped and reformed; "that can't
While not all fraternities on
happen if you are buried with
campus rush freshmen, those that grading."
do agreed that it is ultimately the
Chatfield is also concerned that
freshman's decision as to whether
he pledges, defers, or refuses, just many students take large lecture
as it is always any candidate's courses for the wrong reasons. "I'm
bothered by the extent to which a
choice, regardless of class.
student will take these courses just
The Board of Fellows will be on because the lecturer is captivating
campus during the 13 and 14 of and amusing."
William Mace, Chairman of the
March. Each fraternity will extend
an invitation to different members Psychology Department, sees large
classes as a problem but not the
of the Board for lunch.

IFC Elects First
Woman President
by Peggy Kenton
The- election of new officers was
the main order of business covered
at the Interfraternity Council meeting last Monday night at 8:00 in
Alumni Lounge. The Council elected its first woman president since
its inception.
Marilyn Moore, representing
Delta Kappa Epsilon (Defce) was
elected as president, and Gary
Palmer, a delegate from Alpha Chi
Rho (Crow) was elected to the
office of secretary. Shaun Finnigan, also a member of Crow will act
as the Council's representative to
the SGA.
There was some • preliminary
discussion at the meeting concerning plans for Spring Weekdend.
Roller skating, a frisbee tournament, and another soap box derby
were mentioned as possible events.
The Interfraternity Council is expected to make a suggestion at

biggest one which could be faced
by the Department. Mace does not
believe that the Department i s
adequately staffed but that
Trinity's psychology program i s
"pretty comparable" to other
schools. Although there is n o
argument that large classes
"facilitate learning," Mace said,
"one can't demonstrate that
students would learn more" i n
small class settings. He emphasized
the importance of the quality o f
subject material covered in classes
rather than student-faculty ratios
Change in the structure Of
Psychology 101, Trinity's largest
class, is a high priority according to
Mace. The option of breaking the
class into smaller sections is not a
major one. Mace believes that a
b e t t e r allocation of limited
resourcesjs to offer a wider variety
of more specialized courses and an
opportunity for students to experience the seminar setting j n
their junior and senior years.
Mace commented that the smali
classes don't guarantee that one
will learn more, that "success
depends on the abilities of the
instructors."
Richard Crawford, Chairman of
the Biology Department, sees class
size as "a problem but not an overly
serious one." He says that large
classes are a "considerable burden
on the instructor." According to
Crawford in a large class "the
faculty makes up the difference by
working harder." The Biology
Department does not limit
enrollments in its classes, sajjj
Crawford, "we never deny a
student the chance to take a course
in our Department."
English Department Chairman
Dirk Kuyk said that individual
instructors decide whether limits
,are set on class enrollments. j{ e
stated that large classes are a
problem but the English Department is not in desperate straits.
Presently the Department i s
experimenting with the very i^gg
Southern Roots course. The larger
class is broken up into eight
discussion groups led by teaching
assistants and supervised by the
course's two professors. A n
analysis of this method won't be'
available until after the term, but
Kuyk sees "no noticeable timidity"
on the part of students at this time.
The English Department is doing
all it can with its allotment of staff,
says Kuyk. Large classes must exist
to allow-some'.other courses to
cont. on p. 4
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Lemon Squeezer: Forgotten
Tale of Class Spirit

Visiting Professor^
Fights Tradition
Cont. bam P. 3
Kozof's course is offered each
Thursday night from 6:30-9:30
(with a break) in McCook 305.
Besides the enrolled Trinity students, several concerned Hartford
parents and a school teacher or two
also attend the class. It is not a
reassuring class because the course
is designed to tear down ingrained
notions of education which have
been instilled and reinforce'd since
elementary school. Kozol's own
view is that "most schools and
colleges serve the interests of
class-stratification and of national
chauvinist indoctrination. In this
sense, I believe that schools are
guilty of consumer-fraud in laying
claim to democratic aspirations and
by pretending to exist primarily for
the pursuit of truth."

Some personal viewpoints and
tales of his own experiences are
spoken of in class. Kozol realizes
that anyone who tries to forge a
path away from the status quo will
meet with a good amount of
frustration, and loss, whether it be
a loss of money, security, or even
friendship. Those who strike out
alone are often cut down in various
ways. "In the 1970's, at the college
level," claims Kozol, "it has
always meant a toss of tenure."
The format of the class is part
lecture, part informal talk, and part
question and answer. Everyone is
encouraged to sit in on a class;
those who have attended have
found it more than worth their
while because what Jonathan Kozol
is teaching is refreshingly out of
the mainstream as well as being
fascinating.

SGA Votes Not To
Fill Wheaton Spot
Cont. from P. 2.
created by the resignation of Watt
Stearns in Wheaton. Pomeroy
suggested that the spot be left
empty or an extra vote be given to a
present S.G.A.
member. The
S.G.A. constitution calls for no
special election to fill such a
vacancy. Presently, there is one
representative from Wheaton and a
senior class representative who

resides (here. After much discussion and a proposal for a new
amendment to the Constitution by
Don Jackson, which would call for a
new election in future cases of this
type, the S.G.A. passed a motion
not to hold a special Wheaton
election. Bob Herbst's motion to
appoint someone frpm the S.G.A.
to fill the slot was also rejected
before the meeting adjourned at
11:00 p.m.

Dept. Head Supports
Small Enrollments

cont. from p. 3
the tremendous load placed on the
•have small rosters according to instructor.
To break large courses into
sections
would seriously limit the
..-"Ftjlribir Vohra, Chairman of the
Political Science Department, says number of courses the Department
sma/J enrollments are important in would be able to offer. Vohra
freshman courses and seminars and commented that the administration
it is the Department's policy to shouldn't always look to "cost
limit enrollments in these classes. efficiency" in matters of "academic
Vohra says lectures are not limited and pedagogical importance.
Bureaucratic views should not be
but possibly should be because of brought .to bear" in these matters.

by Joseph McAIeer
"The class of Eighteen Fifty-Seven
gave what
proved to be
A splendid inspiration to the men
of Trinity:
A grand and honored trophy to
s
pass on from year
to year The dear old 'Lemon Squeezer' to
our hearts
forever dear . . ,"
With this ode, a Trinity alumnus
paid tribute to one of the most
popular traditions in the history of
the college: the passing of the
Lemon Squeezer. The intriguing
tale of its transference, from the
first appearance in 1857 to the last
in 1969, mirrors the history of
Trinity, and reflects upon the
intense class rivalries of days gone
by. As the squeezer begins its
second decade of retirement, the
Tripod examines its story.
The theory behind this legend is
simple: graduating seniors would
bestow to their favorite class
beneath them an award, in the
form of a wooden lemon squeezer
once used to extract the juice of
lemons for punch. The recipients
would thereupon inscribe their
class motto on the squeezer, attach
their class ribbon, and finally present it to their favorite class at
their graduation. Depending upon
the honored classes, the passing of
the Lemon Squeezer was not
always an annual event. However,
one can predict the competition
that arose as undergraduates vied
for the distinction of being named
"Lemon Squeezer Classes."
The history of the Lemon
Squeezer goes back, indirectly, to
the founding of Trinity College in
1823. At that time, James Williams,
a former slave to the home in
which Aaron Burr was hidden after
he killed Alexander Hamilton in a
duel, was employed by the college
as a Janitor, For over fifty years

By no means did the tradition
Jim, "Professor of Dust and Ashes"
as students facetiously called him, terminate with this great loss. In
was beloved by everyone at Trinity all, four different facsimiles appeared in that seventy-year gap to
for his personable manner.
At the time, according to Peter keep the legend alive. Lemon
Knapp, reference librarian and Squeezer H 2 appeared in 1914, as
college archivist, commencement the seniors honored the juniors
exercises were held in the middle with the next-best-thing. Fearful
of the summer. A refreshing that a return of the Lemon
custom was a big lemon punch for Squeezer would incite a possible
everyone in attendance, which riot at Class Day in 1915, the
"Professor Jim" made annually, graduates simply announced the
using a large wooden lemon winner of the award and refrained
squeezer. It was from this from the actual passing of the
reference that the members of the squeezer in public.
Class of 1857 started the legend of
This new method of designation
the Great Trinity Lemon Squeezer. remained until 1923, when a thin/
Therefore, at their Class Day squeezer came into public view,
exercises, the Class of 1857 voted and was passed from the seniors to
to honor "that Class, still in the freshmen in the traditional
college, whose aggregate ex- fashion. This new squeezer
cellence in scholarship, moral remained in the limelight until
character and the qualities 1935, when a nostalgic alumnus rerequisite to popularity was the introduced Lemon Squeezer # 2.
highest." The sophomores of the In time, two additional squeezers
Class of 1859 were the lucky first surfaced, numbers four and five.
recipients of the Lemon Squeezer. These new impostors tend only to
Today, it is hard to comprehend make the legend of the Lemon
the extreme competition that this Squeezer more confusing to the
silly wooden object created bet- historian. Readers can take heart,
ween the classes. At times, rivalries However, in the fact that the
grew so intense as to spawn original Lemon Squee/.er (tt 1) was
conspiracies by jealous members of returned to the administration of
non-receiving classes to purloin the the college in 1969. Its fate will be
precious squeezer. The first kid- revealed later in this article.
napping of the Lemon Squeezer
Today, several professors who
occurred in 1863, and it set a are alumni of Trinity have varied
precedent for the abduction of the memories of the Lemon Squeezer,
award in the years to come.
Dr. Gustave Andrian, professor ol
The Class of 1863 had decided to Modern Languages and member of
honor the sophomores with the the Class of 1940, was aware of the
coveted Lemon Squeezer. The legend at the time, but was not
juniors, however, who felt they caught up in all of the eagerness
were the more popular and spirited and the excitement that built up
class, were flabbergasted. Threats because he resided off-campus. Dr.
and rumors ran rampant until Class Andrian did point out, however,
Day when, surprisingly enough, a that for the most part, the class
brave freshman took advantage of officers were the most involved in
a freak rainstorm and m a d e off the project, and not the class as a
with the squeezer in hand. The
The outbreak of World VVm 11
student was apprehended, and the
greatly affected both the college
Lemon Squeezer was returned.
This abduction, however, was far community and the Lemon
from being unparalleled in the Squeezer. "All traditions went
history of the Lemon Squeezer. totally into abeyance because of
The original squeezer was the the war," explained Dr. John
victim of several heists, but was Williams, Classics professor and
always returned and properly member of the Class of 1949. awarded. In 1895, however, this President Theodore D. Lockwood,
was not the case, as a spirited Class of 1948, further emphasized
junior galloped away on horseback this point, stating that the legend of
with the award, intended for the the Lemon Squeezer "did not mean
Class of 1897. Eventually winding as much to us as it might have to
up in the home of a Trinity those in the late thirties and early
custodian in New York City, this forties, for we were all veterans."
was the last time that the original The Adventures of the Lemon
Lemon Squeezer was seen in public Squeezer will continue In next
view until 1969.
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JOHN CARPENTER'S "THE FOG" A DEBRA HILL PRODUCTION
From l f « creator
Starring ADRIENNEBARBEAU, JAMIE L E CURTIS, JOHN HOUSEMAN
of -Hdbweencomes the ultimate
and pWUEGHasKathv Williams
experience in terrae
and starring HAL HOLBROOK as Father Maldne
ProducedfayDEBRA HILL Written by JOHN CARPEMTER and DEBRA HILL Directed by JOHN CARPENTER
Executive factor CHARLES B. BLOCH an ENTERTAINMENT DISCOVERIES, INC. PRESENTATION

EMBASSY PICTURES Release
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Some P@opl@

Oth@r People

Graduate from eoflege
Get a job
Get married
Start a family
Get promoted
Retire at 65.

Graduate from college
Join Peace Corps or VISTA
Travel & experience the
world
Get a job, get married, etc.
Retire at 65.

The eiioSe® is yours
PEACE CORP and VISTA recruiters will be
conducting interviews with seniors and grad
students Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 27-28 in
the Placement Office, from 10:00 am Wed., and
9:00 am Thurs.
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The Board of Trustees of Annhurst College, a small, coed
Catholic liberal arts college in Woodstock, Connecticut will close
permanently on May 31 after 39 years of operation.
In its 39 years of existence, the college accumulated a debt of over
four million dollars.
Noting that the college is having a difficult time lessening its
debt, and the fact that there has been a decrease in enrollment over
the past several years, the Board of Trustees decided that the Class
of 1980 would be the last class to be graduated from the school.

Annhurst College to Close
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Gas Tax Boomed in Committee
In a quick decision, coming only one day after Governor Grasso's
budget message, the General Assembly's tax writing committee
unanimously voted to kill the proposal to raise the state tax on
gasoline.
In her address, Mrs. Grasso asked the General Assembly to raise
the state gas tax from the 11 cents per gallon that it is today to 11
percent of the going rate per gallon of gasoline. This could have
resulted in the tax rising above the 15 cent per gallon mark.
This overwhelming decision not to even bring the proposed tax
out of committee indicated that the General Assembly may have
widespread opposition to many of the governor's tax proposals.

Cloud Appointed Chairman
State Senator Sanford Cloud of Hartford was named Chairman of
the Caucus of New England State Legislatures recently at a meeting
of the caucus held in Boston.
'
Cloud, who chairs the General Assembly's Planning and
Development Committee, is a second term State Senator and the
third chairman of the New England Caucus.
Cloud said, "The caucus of New England State Legislatures
provides a proper forum for the coordination of policies among the
six New England States and gives us an opportunity to develop
some regional policy direction with our neighboring states."
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Bushnell Celebrates
50 Years
byCarolleWUdrick
at the corner of Capitol Avenue and
Trinity Place in Hartford is celebrating its "goIdenSOth" anniversary
this season. Highlighted by special
cultural events and historical exhibits, the Bushnell is planning many
activities to evoke community-wide
support.
Described as "Connecticut's Entertainment Capital," by public
relations director Rona Reynolds,
the Bushnell books over two
hundred dates each year, and in
addition, houses the Hartford
Symphony Orchestra, and other
local dance and opera companies,
including the Hartford Ballet.

Currently, in addition to its
winter -program, .calendar, the
Bushnell is sponsoring an exhibit
honoring both the Bushnell family
and the physical theater itself.
The Bushnell tribute consists of
twenty-three exhibits which depict
the life of Horace Bushnell, the
man for whom the theater was
built. Also included in the exhibit
are both the political and monetary
realities of the theater's history.
Further, the exhibit contrasts the
vast difference between the Bushnell's presently fashionable art
deco interior, and the more antiquated decor of years gone by.
The display is open to the public
on Wednesdays.

Governor's "State of the State n
Asks For Increased Taxes
by Carl Schlessl
Governor Ella Grasso, in her
budget message to the Connecticut
General Assembly last Wednesday
afternoon, proposed a budget
calling for $2.67 billion in state
spending, including $128 million in
new taxes for the next fiscal year.
Grasso reported that for the first
time since 1977, state revenues
from taxes would not keep up with
spending, so she is seeking increases in the sales tax, the
gasoline tax, and the state's share
of the handle on exotic wagering.
She also called for the creation of a
tax on major oil refiners doing
business in Connecticut.
Though the contents of her
message came as no surprise to
anyone present, some mischievous
Republicans provided some excitement to enliven an otherwise
uneventful day. Following the
Governor's speech, House Republicans quickly called a press
conference, at which they displayed six live chickens. The
Republicans, outnumbered 103-48
in the House, wished to demonstrate their assertion that "Ella
Grasso's chickens have come to
roost."
As House Minority Leader Ralph
E. Van Norstrand of Darien spoke
of Grasso's "gimmicks and phony
fiscal practices," one of the
chickens escaped from its crate.
The fowl was cornered beneath Van
Norstrand's desk by Rep, Antonia
B. Parker, R-Glastonbury.
Grasso's 20-minute speech to the
opening day session of the 1980
legislature was delivered to an
unenthused yet polite group of
legislators from both the House
and the Senate.
She began by reminding the
lawmakers of the difficult fiscal
position of Connecticut due to an
inflationary spiral that is fed by a
critical energy challenge and by the
threat of a declining national
economy.
The Governor also mentioned the
difficulty in coming before the
legislature and asking for tax
increases. This is an election year
for the state legislature and many
legislators have openly expressed

fears that the tax increases would
hurt their chances for re-election.
Grasso's proposed budget of
$2.67 billion is 8,8 percent more
than the current $2.45 billion
budget. Estimated receipts from
existing taxes in the 1980-81 fiscal
year will amount to $156 million in
added revenues. Appropriation requirements will be $128.3 million
more than these revenues will
support. Therefore, the Governor
has proposed the following changes:
* Increasing the seven percent
sales tax to 7.5 percent, which will
raise an additional $63.3 million.
* Levying an 11 percent tax on
the wholesale price of gasoline in
place of the current tax of 11 cents
per gallon. With the continuing
exemption for special fuels such as
gasohol and diesel, this change will
add $21,8 million to the total state
revenue.
* Imposing a new one percent tax
on the gross earnings for sales in
Connecticut of those oil companies
engaged primarily in the refining
and distribution of petroleum products, yielding an estimated $30
million.
* Increasing the state share of
wagering at jai alai and dog racing,
which will add $13.2 million.
Governor Grasso justified these
tax increases by stating that "a
relatively small increase in the
sales tax produces substantial
revenues, yet the built-in exemptions provide a measure of protection for consumers. The change
in the gasoline tax will provide
greater elasticity and further encourage energy conservation. The
tremendous growth of oil company
profits should absorb the proposed
new tax without impact on consumers. And the increase in the
state share of the exotic betting
handle brings the rate into line with
the share already taken at off-track
betting establishments and in
many other states."
There was only one occasion in
which Grasso was interrupted by
applause-. Early in her speech, she
announced that despite the addjtional expenditures, the state

budget would be in balance on
June 30, "barring some unforeseen
disaster."
According to the Governor,
approximately 68 percent of all the
dollars must be spent to meet the
mandates of the courts and existing
contracts and legislation.
* Nearly $71 million for salary
increases and fringe benefits for
state workers.
* More than $70 million to towns
for education grants.,
* More than $67 million for
payments of debt service.
* More than $33 million for
increased medical payments to
hospitals, nursing homes, and for
elderly patients.
* More than $10 million for
welfare payments for increases in
caseloads.
The remaining 32 percent is
earmarked to maintain existing
programs, Mrs. Grasso said.
Those existing programs which
would receive increases in aid from
the state government include
money for the state police to train
new officers and buy new automobiles; funds to the Department of
Mental Retardation for additional
group homes and new facilities;
and a proposed $20 million for
higher education, $7.4 million of
which will go to the University of
Connecticut.
Other
programs
would receive additional grants
from the government.
While it appears as if the budget
will receive opposition from Republicans in legislative committees, it
is difficult to tell at this time how
the Democrats will react to the
increased tax proposals wheijghey
come up in the various committees.
Grasso stated that the times call
for sacrifice and restraint in the
fiscal policies of the state government and in the demands of our
people for state programs and
services. Exactly how much sacrifice and restraint will be required
by legislators in the coming session
will be better determined in the
next few weeks when the legislative committees begin considering
the proposed bills placed before the
General Assembly.

CISL Allows Students to Play Politics

byTomHefferon
Question: What organization at
Trinity gives you the opportunity to
formulate, debate and pass
legislation; argue over current state
and national issues; meet many
interesting students from across the
state; rise quickly to a position of
leadership and influence in
politics; take over the State Capitol
and part of the Sheraton for a
weekend convention in the spring;
meet legislators and administrators
of top caliber in the state; learn
something; and have a lot of fun
doing it?
Answer: The Trinity Chapter of
the Connecticut Intercollegiate
Student Legislature, or to those
who know it well, CISL
(pronounced cecil). That's an
impressive list, but truthful just the
same. But exactly what is,CISL?
CISL is a mock legislature
composed of college students from
across the state who are interested
in government. Its primary purpose
is to provide the participating
students with an opportunity to
learn about the politics of America
in general and Connecticut in
specific.
Essentially, CISL allows students
to "get in there, roll up their

sleeves and start working and
thinking like a real legislator." The
organization is patterned in structure directly after the Connecticut
General Assembly, deals with the
kinds of issues which typically
come up in the General Assembly
and is just about to close as one can
get to the real thing
without
actually being elected.
The CISL year consists of
basically two phases — the
preparatory
monthly
state
meetings and the April Convention. During both of these
stages the bulk of the time is used
in legislation-orientated activities,
for it is the legislation which is
eventually passed or defeated that
is the real focus for all CISL
members.
The state meetings take place
approximately once a month', on a
Sunday afternoon, at various
participating college campuses
throughout the state. Besides
working on legislation in committee, CISL members listen to a
speaker who is usually a prominent
government official, engage in a
debate on some current issue and
gather in party meetings.
According to Trinity Chapter
President and Senior Delegate

from Trinity, Paul Velardi, these
state meetings are the "heart and
soul of CISL." Although they
typically last four hours or less,
Velardi states that the state
meetings "are where you get to
know other CISL members, do
most of the hard work and spend
most of your time." Just that small
commitment in time, notes
Velardi, pays off in learning, experience and influence in CISL, as
well as in the state.
All that work and care pays off
when the CISL year culminates in
the State Convention — currently
slated this year for April 11-13.
CISL takes over the State Capitol
building and "legislates" just as if
they were the Connecticut General
Assembly. All the details of
realistic legislating are attended to,
from the rules, to the three-piece
suits to the long lunches and late
hours.
Two day-long work sessions
accomplish the work of debating
and voting on legislation and there
are various Democratic and
Republican party meetings and
strategy sessions that go on.
However, for the relaxation and
entertainment of the hard-working
mock-legislator there is a "Meet

the Real Legislators" cocktail
party, businessman's lunches,
brunches and dinners and, in the
words of Velardi, "an awful lot of
partying."
Trinity Chapter President
Velardi is very enthusiastic about
the whole CISL experience and
says that he "recommends it to
anyone who is interested at all."
The President of the Senate, the
chief executive officer during the
year, is a colleague of Velardi's
here at Trinity, Dave Albin. Under
Albin's guidance this year CISL has
grown in influence throughout the
state and Trinity has grown in
influence within CISL. "It is the
perfect time to join the Trinity
chapter, thanks in part to Dave,"
says Velardi.
Indeed it appeal's that it is.
Albin's tenure has been a period of
positive growth for CISL. Among
Albin's successful innovations in
CISL are publication of a monthly
newsletter, reorganization of the"
committee
structure,
new
budgeting procedures and stricter
adherence to the rules. His encouragement has made the
monthly debates meaningful, very
interesting and fun for all involved.
Thanks to Albin's help, TCCISL

members hold many important
positions despite the small size of
the chapter; including Vice
Chairman of the Democratic party,
Secretary of the Republican Party
and Chairman of Legislative
Relations.
That leads one to the last point.
Although not a lobbying group,
CISL does have many students who
intern at the Capitol, many friends
at the Capitol, an excellent
Chairman of Legislative Relations
and a surprising impact at the
Capitol. CISL does make a difference.
TCCISL and CISL-are currently
engaged in a membership drive,
designed to strengthen the group
even more and to provide for more
diversity. One doesn't have to be a
member of CISL at all in order to
go to state meetings and first-time
attendance is strongly encouraged,
There is one monthly meeting left
before the Convention, on the last
Sunday of Open Period. "Now is a
good time to sign up, get
acquainted and make a contribution," says Velardi. "It's really
not an opportunity you'd want to
miss."
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by fatty Hooper
The Hartford Civic Center Coliseum reopened last
Wednesday evening after more than two years of
waiting by the people of the Greater Hartford area, a
professional hockey team, and a professional indoor
soccer team.
At 4:22 p.m., city officials formally granted
permission for the Coliseum to reopen by signing the
temporary certificate of occupancy.
The formal ceremony of the reopening took place
outside the Coliseum entrance at approximately 6:00
p.m. Governor Grasso cut the ribbon and crowds of
people cheered as everyone present voiced enthusiasm
about the positive impact that the new Coliseum wuid
have on the city of Hartford.
More than 14,000 fans filled the new Coliseum, close
to a sell-out crowd, for the ice hockey game between the
Hartford Whalers and the Los Angeles Kings. This was
the first game that the Whalers have played in Hartford
since the roof caved in two years and nineteen days
ago.
Asshecuttheribbon, Grasso shouted, "The phoenix
did rise from the ashes," referring to the mythical bird,
reborn after its destruction. "Hartford did move on. It's
a great day!"
Mayor Athanson also voiced his enthusiasm in the
new structure and stated that people can once again
have faith in the city of Hartford.
Later on in the evening, at the beginning of the
hockey game, ceremonies at center ice brought the
Whalers officially back to the city. Included in these
ceremonies were Whalers Managing Director Howard
Baldwin, and two of the greatest hockey players of all
time - Gordie Howe of the Hartford Whalers, and
Bobby Orr, formerly of the Boston Bruins and Chicago
Black Hawks.
The new Structure was rebuilt at a cost to the city of
$31.5 million. The "Bigger and Better" Coliseum now
has the capacity to seat 14,682 people for ice hockey
games, 15,700 for basketball games, and more than
16,000 for concerts.
The new structure is substantially l a r g * ^ . * ^ the building whose roof caved in two years ago under the
excessive pressure of ice and snow. Instead of .the
"Space-Frame" design of the old roof, the new one has
a series of cross beams for support. There are both
large and small supports, with some of the smaller ones
being those in which welding faults were found. All of
these faults have been corrected.
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There is a new look to the interior of the Coliseum
with all of the seats being varying shades of red. There
is also a new lighting system about which people have
stated that up in the arena area-and seats the lights are
enough to "blind a person."
Another new feature of the building is the placement
of handrails in all of the aisles. These handrails are
located in the center of each aisle and are fairly low in
height so as to be useful, yet not cause any seats to
have obstructed view. These handrails were put in after
many patrons of the old coliseum complained that they
felt railings were necessary to prevent any chance of an
accident resulting from people losing their balance on
the steep steps. Steven Jordan, publjc relations officer
for the Civic Center stated that the elderly also
requested that handrails be included in the construction
of the new Coliseum so that it would be easier to
navigate the steps.
There are also areas in the seats where there are
spaces for seats to be moved in. These areas were left
for the purpose of making it easier for the handicapped
to attend the various events.
The larger dimensions are noticed on three sides of
the arena where the increases in the number of seats
are seen. There are eighteen rows of seats on each of
the two sides of the arena, and eleven rows of seats on ,
the Ann Street end of the rink.
Other obvious changes in the interior of the Coliseum
include the lack of Scoreboard hanging over the center
of the arena and the placement of two scoreboards in
two of the corners of the arena and two message boards
in the opposite corners.
Ticket sales for the various events taking place at the
new Coliseum havr been going rapirily for all events.
The Hartford Hellions piofessional indoor socce' team
hod a special price on the'r tickets for last Sunday s
game, their first game ever played in Hartford, in ordoi
to attract people to watch the team in action
As it stands right now, the reopening of the new
Coliseum will bring great economic benefits to the
businesses and people of the city of Hartford With the
"'teo^enrng, the efforts of the city to "revitalize" itself,
which had slowed down since the disasterous collapse
of the roof two years ago, has begun to move rapidly
forward Indeea, the new Coliseum is "Bigger and
'Better" not only in that it will attract people into the
city again, but that it will also put in motion further
efforts to revitalize the city, once again
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Editorial
Take a Closer Look
" W i t h a student faculty ratio of about 12 to 1,
learning becomes a highly personal experience. In a
typical semester, more than one third of the courses
have fewer than ten students."
While these statements taken from a Trinity public
relations booklet are accurate, they are also misleading
to a prospective freshman. It is not difficult for students
to spend the first four semesters of their stay at Trinity
in classes with enrollments ranging from 50 to 182
people. Last term, Psychology 101 had an enrollment of
182 students. History 201 had 143 students. This term,
English 206 has close to 100 students. Math 107 has
over 130 students. History 352 has approximately 120
students.
•
Numbers such as these cause problems. Trinity
prides itself on the accessibility of its faculty. It is hard
to believe that any professor can hope to provide the
amount of extra help desired by students outside of a
class that has an enrollment of over 100 people. With
large classes, the role of a teaching assistant is
expanded. In Psychology 101, the six teaching
assistants virtually run the course, handling all the
extra help sessions and the grading of exams.
•In terms of grading, no student has a chance of
receiving a fair evaluation when seven different people
are correcting exams. When a single professor
attempts to grade 100 essay exams, the results are not
much better.
With respect to class discussions, students are
reluctant to ask questions in front of what amounts to a
large audience. Students are also forced to attend
classes held in Cinestudio, a completely unacceptable
location for anything more than the viewing of feature
films.
We fully understand the College's desire to keep
upper level courses small by expanding enrollments at
the 100 and 200 levels. We also understand the
problems that some departments have significantly
larger enrollments than others.
However, we are worried that small classes and the
accessibility of professors, two of the chief benefits of a
Trinity education, are being ignored at the freshman
arrd sophomore levels. Of course, there are problems
with FTE requirements in that an additional FTE for
one department will cause a reduction in another
department. However, it must not be forgotten that the
creation of the best educational environment for
students should be the bottom line in any FTE
considerations. Departments which carry the major
burden of enrollments at Trinity should not be forced to
do away with small classes just because of problems
with staffing allocations.
At this point, professors and administrators do not
see class size as a major problem. We believe that they
should take a closer look. Most small colleges pride
themselves on their small classes and the opportunity
to become acquainted with faculty members. We
believe that these considerations should be paramount
at an institution such as Trinity. We want to believe
that a Trinity education is a "highly personal
experience", in any course offered. Given the College's
claim, it is up to the administration to develop a policy
on class size which will span all departments. Class
sizes must be kept small, whatever the cost, if Trinity is
to maintain its reputation as a superior academic
institution.
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Over the Transom

Succeeding In Business
by Eric Grevstad
Some people have criticized the
column this semester. I've written
about the outlook for the '80s and
the problem of the senior slump,
and readers have said it's getting
too depressing. I don't feel any
better, but I have to admit they're
right. After ail, this is a humor
column; if people wanted an
existential malaise, they'd read the
Arts section. Anyway, I've found a
happier topic. This week, I'm going
to write about the job market.
Seniors, of course, are most,
concerned with job hunting, but
many underclassmen are looking
for internships, and most will soon
be in the market for summer jobs.
There are definite steps to take
when pursuing employment, and
the first is to get yourself a resume.
(Stop. First question: How did
you pronounce the last word in the
paragraph above? This is a real
problem, because it is a perfectly
good English word — meaning "to
take u p " or "to begin again" —
and we are stuck with a foppish
French variation of it, which means
something else altogether and
which nobody ever puts the accets
on. Indeed, when I first signed up
for a "Resume Writing Workshop," I thought it was for people
with writer's block.)
At any rate, the resume is
crucially important for the job
hunter to have, and at least it is
better than calling it a vita or a
.. precis. Most of a resume, such as

your account of experience or
educational background, is pretty
straight-forward. The exception is
the line about your job objective or
aspiration, and there you have to
lie.
For instance, if you asked me to
state my career objectives, I would
say I wanted to be famous. I want
to make huge sums of money and
do TV commercials. On the other
hand, what employers are looking
for on a resume are goals like "A
responsible and challenginng career in actuarial finance." This may
sound like the third circle of Hell to
you, but it is what interviewerr
love. (Incidentally, the same thing
is true of graduate school applications, where many woit't take you
for an M.A. unless you swear you
really want a Ph.D.)
The next step, once you have a
resume printed up, is to secure an
interview. This is a long and
complicated process, like staking a
gold claim or photosynthesis, and I
don't intend to go into it here.
Suffice it to say that you're at the
mercy of the Career Counseling
Office, and you'll have to do their
bidding.
The secret to a successful job
interview is to go into it with the
right attitude. Wear attractive
clothing — I believe there is a book
about wardrobe for job interviews
called Dress for Stress — and try to
approach the Interview as if you
were a desirable candidate. In-

deed, it is possible to look too
desirable; I was walking to a
scholarship interview in Philadelphia last December, and was
propositioned by a woman on the
street. (Oddly enough, the inter-.,
view panel didn't seem to find me
attractive at all.)
Generally, the best interview
strategy is to take the middle
ground, If asked to name yout
favorite book, Scruples is not an
impressive answer, but The Philosophical Constraints of Aristotelian
Physics sounds too intelligent,
Almost any book in between is
satisfactory, as long as you don't
say Interview With the Vampire.
The same tactic should be used
when asked about graduate study,
The idea is that you'd love to go on
for an M.A., but that actuarial
finance is just too tempting. If done
properly, this can convince the
interviewer of your commitment to
both business and education, and
some companies will even chip in
for tuition.
The exceptions are artists, dancers, and theatrical students, who
should stress business over grad
school altogether. An M.F.A.
degree is the Confederate currency
of the job market. If you should
ever actually have an M.F.A., the
best thing to do is to get a pen and
alter your diploma.
Changing an F to a B is always a
valuable idea.

Letters
yourself? The human race can be this rating. The above is not an
very tiring. Let's wake up.
isolated incident, and I've noticed
Love, David Winans similar incidents occurring at other
meals. We all pay our five hundred
Dear Editor(s):
dollars each semester, which is a
1 wish I did not have to write this
considerable sum, especially for
letter. But where I often find
those like myself who are on
To the Editor:
myself getting angered over what
financial aid. No matter what the
On the subject of Saga:
appears and what does not appear
in these pages, at this moment I am
I • don't think there are many reason for a student arriving at the
saddened ove" something you
students who have the time to run last minute, he or she should be
printed in your last issue. It has to
the food corporation, as has been given the same service as everyone
deal with your editorial reply to a
suggested. I would also not like to else. It is not up to those employees
letter entitled "Granfield Grilled".
see a different food service, as the whose salaries we all pay to
The letter itself did not bother me
new service would bring in its own determine whether or not we get
so much. My only reply to those "7 problems. The only course of action service or food according to their
disappointed students" is this; at left seems to be to continue what own ridiculous and simple judgeleast Jeff Granfield has the guts to we've been doing all along, com- ments.
write about something that has plaining. Hopefully Saga will
Sincerely,;
Jeremy Morrow1 personally affected him. I am not continue to be responsive to
saying the Tripod should have complaints and suggestions - it is
necessarily printed the article. That possible. So here is one to continue
is not the issue. What is the issue
the parade:
here is the lack of sensitivity and
I came in with the last rush of
over abundance of pride on the people at the brunch on Sunday, To the Trinity Community:
Tripod staff. When you print February third. After I got my main
Plans are currently being made
something you should stick by it. If
to
organize and establish a comdish, I noticed that all the milk was
you cannot do that, then something gone. I went to a female employee munity dorm for the academic year
is wrong. What you- did was and asked if someone could get 1980-81. This dorm, as an experiattempt defending yourself and some. She said she would get the ment in alternative living, would
simultaneously join in on the
correct person, and I then noticed attempt to create a sense of
attack. I mean titling the letter her telling a male employee. He community which is lacking in th e
"Granfield Grilled" and then ex- then proceeded to stand around, present dorm life. Hopefully this
plaining that the staff agreed leaning against a doorway. I grew community dorm will go beyond a
"reluctantly" to print a piece that impatient and left the serving area. mere cooperative living arrangemerely "met the minimum stan- About ten minutes later I re-enter- ment, without assimilating a vogue
dards for publication." Think about ed the almost empty serving area type of self-indulgent, peace.-love.
this dear editors: Jeff has seem- and saw that he was finally getting and yogurt commune. We will
ingly devoted a good deal of time some milk. I also overheard him attempt to establish a most healthy
writing articles and letters for your saying to the female employee and supportive psychological envinewspaper. Whether his writing is something about how he would ronment which would extend the
"good" or "bad", he has attemp- only get the milk for "the people learning experience far beyond the
ted to create something, taking it who had already been there."
confines of a classroom. What this
one step further, and it's a big step
so called "healthy psychological
Now, I did not realize that Saga environment" will look like w1
if you think about it, he has decided
to share this material with others. employees rated the students ac- actuality, I think ho one «I'll leave you with that thought. cording to the time they arrive for a complctcly sure, but we do have
Imagine the questions 1 might raise meal, and then proceed to give or
cont. on p . 9
neglect service comme&suro
to

Let's Wake Up

Saga Gripes

Community Dorm
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Commentary
Successful Governor Soon to be President
by David Gtuilacci

some indication of the candidate's
Now that "Trinity Students for personal traits, or tell us of the
George Bush" have given us a candidate's weaknesses. These
things are the essential (perhaps
rather
mundane
campaignthe only proper) considerations in
brochure style view of their
choosing a President. Any concandidate (Bush: A Man of Extribution to the political debate
perience), and Tom Kornbluh has
should tell us about at least one of
advertised his candidate (Ken- the aspects mentioned above.
nedy), I thought I ought to put my
Now I'd like to tell you sometwo cents worth in about the man I
support in this Presidential race — thing about Ronald Reagan: what
qualifications he has and where he
Ronald Reagan.
I have one very specific ob- stands on the issues.
If anything qualifies a person to
jection: to the Bush article, and that
is that the article gives us the be President, it is certainly being
praises of a sales pitch without the governor of the largest state in
giving any clear idea of just what the union, California, which, if i*
George Bush has done in his many were a separate country, would
years in government. We get such have the seventh largest Gross
syrupy-sweet outpourings as National Product in the world. For
"credited with holding the party one thing, being governor and
together through independence being President are in many ways
and dedication to principle . . . quite similar. Both governor and
known for forthright, tough president are the Chief executives
representation in standing up for of their governments, choosing as-,
U.S. interests . . . Bush has per- sistants, drumming up public supformed with excellence and has port for their projects, deciding
earned respect . . ." Now all of this policy, and getting their proposals
may be very true, but to give such through legislatures. If you do a
subjective opinions without giving good job in one post, it is as good
objective, factual support to them, an indication as any that you will do
or at least plausible interpretations well enough in the other. Reagan
of his record, is absolutely wor- has done well as Governor; he
need only prove himself in the
thless to Tripod readers.
Presidency.
In fact, all that a skeptical reader
is able to find out from that
After stepping down as governor
commentary article is that some of California in 1975 (he'd been in
one or some people who call office eight years) even liberal
themselves "Trinity Students for journalists, such as Lou Cannon of
George Bush" think that George the Washington Post and Tom Boff
Bush is one hell of a guy. So what. of the Los Angeles Times found
If that article is, in fact, seriously Reagan's performance in office to
attempting to contribute to be good.
political debate, if it is trying to
His welfare reform measures put
-convince its readers to support into effect during his second term,
"•mymgrft Ism? takes Trfpod raised benefits for the neediest by
readers for gullible suckers or it 41%, cut the number of people on
expects us to take the word of
welfare by 350,000 (through
someone or some people who determinations of need), and saved
won't even sign his or her or their the state one billion dollars in two
name or names to the article.
years (as of 1974). Compare this to
A serious contribution to this the total California welfare exyear's election decision must give penditure of 1971: three billion
some objective reasons for sup- dollars, and you get some idea of
porting some candidate. It should the magnitude of the accomtell us what qualifications the plishment.
candidate has (what he has done
Reagan also held down the
that is, not what he has been). It number of public employees,
should tell us either what issues the which increased by only 3.5 percandidate stands for, or give us cent during his eight years in office.

T'C, -SOMETIMES
I THINK. u3£tt€
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The workload increased overall
during these eight years however,
especially in fields such as motor
vehicle registration, as well it
might, considering population
increases and the rising wealth of
the state.
He advocated an amendment to
California's constitution called
Proposition One, which would have
limited the proportion of total state
income that the state government
could tax. This met with a wall of
opposition on the legislature and
bureaucracy, and was rejected by
a 54 to 46 percent vote in a
referendum. Several years later,
after Reagan left office, the public
mood changed and, despite the
efforts of the liberal legislature and
many of the bureaucrats, a similar
bill was passed — Proposition
Thirteen.
In 1970 Reagan organized all the
various consumer agencies in California and created the Consumer
Affairs Department. This consolidation helped the effectiveness of
the state in protecting consumers. During his administration, the
agency was quite active in both
protecting consumers and making
it easier for them to file complaints.
Reagan was tough on environmental issues as well, signing
several environmental protection
bills into law. Even today he
emphasizes -the need for safety
regulations in nuclear power plants
and the need for standardizing
plant equipment to reduce human
errors. For environmental reasons
he is also against the burning of
more coal.
Oh the whole, it seems, Reagan
was successful as Governor of
California; by the end of his term
the state government provided
more services, more efficiently and
cheaply than when he entered
office, and he effected several
significant reforms while in office.
Reagan's stands on the issues
today also deserve consideration.
He favors a strong defense. Of
course, every candidate dies, but
the difference between Reagan and
the other candidates is that Reagan
has been warning of our weakening

HO, I MEAN
MKE" DANTE" +•
BEATRICE.,
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defense posture for years — long,
before it became
the current
fad. He is against SALT and favors
most proposed military programs.
He wants to get the economy
moving again with big tax cuts,
with the intention of stimulating
investment in particular. He would
phase these tax cuts in gradually,
over a period of three years. He
also favors less regulation,
although he's not in favor of
eliminating all regulations. Reagan
also supports "indexing" personal
income tax rates so that people
don't get pushed into higher tax
brackets (with higher percentages
of taxing) because of inflation. He
would also end taxes on interest in
savings accounts to stimulate
savings.
In the field of energy, Reagan
proposes the decontrol of oil
prices, coupled with a windfall
profits tax, and tax credits for
further energy research. He doesn't
advocate coal, as I've said above,
and he's in favor of nuclear energy,
but also of stringent safety controls.
An important proposal of
Reagan's is his plan to give back to
states control over welfare and
possibly other current functions of
the federal government. He
believes that the federal government whould only take care of the
jobs that the states can't handle. He
would give the rest to the states.
He is against National Health
insurance in arty form. Instead, he
favors tax credits so that the needy
can buy health insurance privately.

He is opposed to giving Chrysler
federal loan guarantees.
He favors a constitutional
amendment banning abortions. p
In short, if Ronald Reagan were
elected President, he would push
for lower taxes and less federal
government, stronger defense and
fewer restraints on the economy,
and creative new plans to
accomplish these goals.
. One_.issue that supporters of
other candidates (and others) bring
up is Reagan's age. He will be 69
years old at the next inauguration,
the oldest President to assume office in history. Yet it should be remembered that since 1945 alone,
major leaders such as Churchill,
deGaulle, Adenauer (of Germany),
Stalin, Mao and Eisenhower were
all, when in charge, older than
Reagan. Far more important than
age is the man's health, which is
very good. The strenuous campaign ordeaLof over a year should
show whether Reagan is up to the
rigors of the White House or not.

Even this long article gives only a
small part of what Reagan advocates and what his. record has
been, and. other aspects of him
haven't been discussed (such as his
fine record as president of the
Screen Actors Guild, and the fact
that' he, too, like George Bush,
majored in economics, and also in
sociology), but this should give you
a somewhat better idea of the man
and what:he stands for.

Letters
we find in one way or another
conr. from p . 8
some idea as to what it might unsatisfactory but have never
resemble. To start with it would seriously considered changing,
involve cooking, eating, and living may in fact be within our power to
together in a college dorm. We rectify,; correct, improve,- remedy,
would then proceed as a group, to amend, or whatever. If you have
address the various aspects of daily any questions, or would be interlife which we find objectionable ested in living in the community
and, currently accept without ques- dorm, please contact, Brian Zaff
tion. Many of these aspects, which box #1497.
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Announcements
Calendar
Tuesday

Faculty Forum

There will be a faculty forum in Wean Lounge at 7:30. The
topic, Afghanistan and the U.S.-Russian policy, will be discussed
by Professors Kassow, Chatfield, Battis, West, and Steele.
Students, faculty and administration are urged to attend. The
forum is being sponsored by the Committee for Change at
Trinity.
I
.

Cave Discussion
The subject for the Cave discussion, at 4:00, will be the
Presidential Candidates and Their Platforms. All are invited to
share their opinions. Cave discussions are sponsored by the
Committee for Change at Trinity.

World Affairs
There will be an important meeting of the World Affairs
Association today at 5:00 in the Alumni Lounge. We will make
final preparations for the upcoming Harvard Model U.N.

Cancer Lecture
"Anti-Cancer Drugs from Natural Sources" is the topic of a
' lecture to be presented by Professor Phillip W. LeQuesne of
Northeastern University at 4:30 pm today in Clement 105. The
lecture will be preceded by a coffee hour at 4:00 in the Chemistry
Library. Everyone is invited to attend.

AtESEC
There will be an AIESEC meeting tonight, Feb. 12, at 7:00 in
the AIESEC office, nearlTie Post Office in Mather. Anyone interested is encouraged to attend. Please contact box 5000 if you
are not able to come.

Wednesday

Summer Joii Workshop
On February 13, Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in Wean lounge a
How To Conduct Your Summer lob Hurit Workshop will be held.

Anderson Meeting
Ail members of the Trinity Community interested in starting
an "Anderson for President" group here at Trinity are encouraged
to come to an organizational meeting on-Wed., Feb. 13 at 4:00
p,fn. in the Cave, If you are interested, but cannot attend please
contact Jim Pomeroy at Box 1266 or at 249-5981.

Psychology Club
The Psychology Club will present Keys of Paradise, a video
tape on pain, on Wednesday, February 13 at 7:00 pm in McCook
102. Professor Nancy Kirkland will answer questions after the
film. AH are welcome ancl refreshments will be served afterward.

Thursday

TCF Speaker

Dave Miller will be speaking about dealing with family troubles
this week at the Trinity Christian Fellowship, 7:30, Thursday
night in Goodwin Lounge.

Dance 'Club
The Dance Club will hold a class in Modern Dance at 7:30 in
Seabury 49. Everyone is welcome.

Deportation Lecture
On Thursday, February 14th at 4:15 p.m. in vMcCook
Auditorium the Women's Center and the Intercultural Studies
Program willco-spomor a lecture on the "Right and Wrong in the
Deportation of Iranians", by Rev. Davida Foy Crabtree, Minister
and Director of the Greater Hartford Campus Ministry.

Saturday

CdnnPSiG

ConnPirg has organized an all-day conference designed to
teach students how to have an impact on social problems and
issues which concern them. It will be held on Saturday, February
16 and will run from 9:30 am to around 6:00 pm. Registration is
free to any student who has paid the $2.00 ConnPirg fee this
semester. For more information, call ConnPirg at 525-8312.

China Trip
There will be a five college trip
from June 1-June 19 to China.
Students, faculty and Alumni must
register with Professor Vohra by
February 20. The cost of the trip is
$2750. For further information,
contact Professor Vohra.

Consortium
Fellowship
Those in the 1980 graduating
class are eligible for, a graduate
fellowship being offered by the
Greater Hartford Consortium for
Higher Education. Applications for
the Fellowship should be submitted
by March 14 to: Greater Hartford
Consortium for Higher Education,
30 Elizabeth St., Hartford, CT.
06105. Application forms may be
obtained from the Financial Aid
Office or Graduate Office on
campus. Inquiries should be
directed to Ruth Billyou in the
Consortium Office, 236-1203.

their need may have to come from at LSE for the entire academic year
a student bank loan, if there are next year should apply as soon as
funds left to help them at all. Please possible.
be sure to contact the aid office
before April 15, if there will be a
problem in meeting the agove
deadline. The notification of award
letter will be mailed to each applicant's home beginning in the
month of June. For assistance
Students are invited to make use
please contact either John Taylor
or Anne Zartarian at 527-3151, ext. of the following information
meetings on study abroad in order
365 or 467.'1
to gain information about foreign
study for next year or subsequent
years:

Study Abroad

Monday, 25 February, vwu
a.m. - Committee Room
Tuesday, 26 February, 2:30
p.m. - Alumni Lounge

Africa Program

We need a dozen men to act as
"supers" (non-speaking walk-on
characters) in the Theatre Arts
production of INHERIT THE
WIND. You will be needed only for
dress rehearsals on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, March
4, 5 and 6, and performances on
Friday and Saturday March 7, 8
and Thursday through Sunday,
March 13 through 16. Attendance
at the Cast party is encouraged, but
optional.

Operation Crossroads Africa,
Inc., offers a number of Summer
projects in Africa. Persons interested in participating in
Crossroads' Summer Travel Study
Program must apply immediately.
Contact: Crossroads Africa, 1505th Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10011; phone
212-242-8550.

If interested,''please go to the
costume shop in the Austin Arts
Center any day this week between
noon and 1 pm to be fitted for your
costume. Bring your fraternity
brothers, team-mates, or poker
buddies. Don't miss out on your
chance to be a star.

Bay Support
Want to talk about being gay?
Unsure of your sexuality? Want to
meet other gay men and women?
Write Eros. The Trinity Support
Group for gay persons. Box 1373,
c/ o Eros. All replies kept confidential. "The important thing is to
find out who you love."

Financial Aid
Financial Aid applications for the
80-81 school year are now available
in the Office of Financial Aid, located in Down.es Memorial, ext.
365. Packets are being sent to those
renewal-of-aid candidates who are
on-campus this term, to the homes
of those away this term and to the
post office boxes or homes of
non-renewal-of-aid students who
have requested them.
The deadline for submission of
the Trinity Undergraduate Aid Form and the family's 1979 IRS 1040
is April 15. Also, by that deadline, a
Financial Aid Form (FAF) should
be filled out, using 1979 IRS 1040
information, and be submitted to
the College Scholarship Service.
Applicants are reminded that they
have to have the Trinity form
notarized and that they should also
use the FAF to apply for the Basic
Grant Program as well as any State
Scholarship or outside aid
programs that request it.
Students who are in the "aiddenied" category or who are applying for aid for the first time are
reminded that aid funds are limited
and there is a chance that, their
need may not be met in 80-81. In •
any event, they should be sure to
arrange for a student bank loan, as
the first $2000 of their determined
need will be expected to come
from this source.
Finally, renewal of aid candidates who miss the April 15
deadline, will be considered in the
same category as aid-denied and
new applicants. A large part of

East Anglia
Students interested in this y/
change with a British university (or
the 1980-81 academic yefir or for
the Spring of 1981 are reminded to
read the information in the maroon
binder in the office of Foreign
Study Advising and to obtain a
copy of the procedure sheet for
applying. Applications must be
submitted by 1 March 1980, even if
the applicant is interested in
participating during Spring 1981
only. Interested applicants mighht
also wish to speak to a UBA
student here on exchange this year,
Deborah Head, or Trinity students
who have studied at UEA; Cheryl
Berkowit/,, Anne Craven, Laura
Fergusson, Nicholas Hanna,
Robert Keyes, Peter Lyons, and
Linda Scott, At least 4 or 5 places
at UEA will be available for 1980-

London School

81.

Present sophomores interested
in study at the London School of
Economics and Political Science
for the 1980-1981 academic year
should have at least a B plus
average through the first term of
their sophomore year. Please read
the up-to-date materials in the
maroon binder in the Office of
Foreign Study Advising and obtain
a copy of the information sheet on
the LSE if you are interested. Ed
Kaminsky, now at Trinity, was
enrolled at the London School of
Economics from Trinity College
last year.

• —

It appears as if a slight subsidy
will be available for Trinity
students studying at UEA next
year. This will help to offset the
precipitous rise in the British
overseas student fee for next year,
See Mr, Winslow for details,

Live-ins Wanted

A very recent communication
from Mr. Potter, senior tutor to
general course students at LSE,
indicated they were expanding the
number of places available for
General Course Studen.'s at LSE
next year and were accepting
students on a "rolling admissions"
basis. Students interested in study

An elderly couple in BloomfieM,,
about 25 minutes from the campus
by car, needs help in light
housekeeping, assisting with
cooking and general chores around
the house. A couple of students or
a student couple could live in aw
receive a modest stipend. For nior<j
information, contact the Reverend
George MacAdams at 242^660, or
242-1310.

ENDANGERED
SPECIES
The children of
_. Cambodia

The condemned people of
Cambodia await the fin*'
tragedy: extinction. One
third of the population nas
perished. The living face
death by starvation. And tne
chiidren are too weaKW
cry. "Soon there won toe
any Cambodians left ai
all," mourns an
exhausted refugee-

Save the
Children

¥
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Sintim-AAisa Writes and Acts a Ghanaian Tale
by Rachel Mann

make it,

ary,

Kwaku Sintim-Misa once again
entertained Trinity audiences on
Thursday and Friday nights,
February 7 and 8 at eight PM in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center. His second one-man
play entitled Mellow Madness dealt
with some aspects of a traditional
Ghanaian religion. Kwaku alone
wrote, produced, directed, and
performed this play with seven
characters and ten scenes.
He started the evening off with a
madman driven insane by the
spirits because he refuses to

become the village's chief oracle.
Kwaku wore a wig of wild black
hair and old African robes. He had
immediate appeal, calling the
audience "human beings." This
method is a typical and admirable
trait in the actor, immediately
catching the interaction and interest of the audience. Mellow
Madness, however, is not a
humorous play; its message is
serious-showing the effect of
religion in Ghanaian society.
The play's greatest problem was
not in the acting or the staging per
se; rather, the content of the play
was Kwaku's major difficulty.

is a'

j}

i t or for.
nindedlt
e maroon

Although the leaflets passed out
explained the roots and reasons for
this production, Mellow Madness lost its American audience. Its
cultural nature and origins makes
this play doubly difficult to review.
At the finish ol the performance, a
student and an acquaintance of
mine came up to me to compare
notes on the show.
She commented on how impressed she was with the script and
the acting, adding that she was
taking a course on mystical
religions. Everything fell right into
place, she said. Apparently, a
broader knowledge in this area
would have enhanced the enjoyment of Mellow Madness.
On the other hand, perhaps
Kwaku could have somewhat
revised or shortened the script to
channel it more towards the
comprehension of his audience.
Admittedly, though, this would be
difficult and would risk chancing
the flavor and message of the play.

the intricacies of seven characters.
Three of these personalities were
dominant and better developed
than the rest. The madman was
fascinating, drawing laughter at the
smallest gesture, expression, or
motion—indicative of Kwaku's
control of his audience-a result of
a well-defined histrionic sense.
The antagonist in Mellow
Madness, Buntu, was both hilarious
and pathetic. This character was at
the mercy and use of the spirits,
being compelled to murder an old
man and a blind beggar in the
rituals before mentioned. His
brother, Puto, was the narrator and
protagonist of the play. He was the
most stable individual on stage.
Kwaku initially maintained a
distinct differentiation between
these two characters (a difficult
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t ) . However,
towards the end of Mellow
Madness, Kwaku's abundant
energy caused over-lapping between the two characters; he lost

some of his crispness and clarity.
This factor, coupled with the
confusion and misunderstandings
caused by the, story-line detracted
from the overall pleasure in
watching Mellow Madness.
As an actor, Kwaku is very much
in touch with his abilities; however,
he needs to find a balance between
what is the actor and what is being
acted, and work on giving more
depth to his characters. If he did,
his script and his performance
would be superb.
There was no fault to be found in
his diction or voice-Kwaku was
easily understood. Further, the set
was interesting yet simple, the
staging was appropriate, and the
technical aspects of the show were
clean.
Kwaku Shiiim-Misa displayed
raw potential and dexterity in his
one-man play Mellow Madness. I
am eager to see his work in the
future.

Kwaku's strong stage presence
and his readily apparent energy on
stage kept his audience intent on
the action, despite the complicated
plot. This energy, however, was
almost too immediately intense. He
entered the stage with a burst of
resolution and power. From this
point, however, he went nowhere.
The black-magic rituals leading
to two murders were absorbing. He
incorporated African chants and
drums in the background and into
his script while the character Buntu
performed the creemony leading
up to a symbolic stabbing which
resulted in the subject's death.
These climaxes, however, were
anti-climactic. These segments
could have been shorter and
quicker, creating more shock value
and impact. He could have played
more effectively with the emotions
of the audience-as he did when
Buntu awoke after the fire and
exited, beating his chest.

TSTcWilHams Po etizes
by Sarah Jane Nelson
Friday afternoon at the English
Center. Richard Me Williams gave
an absorbing reading of his poetry
and stories. Kwaku-Sintim Misa,
also scheduled to read, was unable
to attend.
McWilliams' poetry has great
discipline of thought manifest both
in its complex imagery andjorm. It
is a poetry that appeals more
immediately to the mind's eye than
to the emotions.
"Amazon," a poem about the
alienation and fragmented perceptions created by the city rush, is
organized into a highly unusual
form.
Words
accumulate
simultaneously with lines, one
word to the first line, two to the
second, etc.
This tightly ordered form allows
for an intake of imagery on the part
of the listener (or reader), which is
strictly controlled by the poet.
McWilliams' style at times suffers
from an excess of 'deliberation.
The poet expresses a deep
concern for beauty and its all too
infrequent expression in poetry
today. In his poem "The Otter's
Tale" the language appeals to us
not only visually but aurally as well.
However, the alliteration and
assonance rneasuredly employed in
the other poems, giving them a sort
of musicality, overdoes itself in the
"Otter." Here the concern with
sound is too self-consciously
wrought and lacks the power of
spontaneity.
"The Otter's Tale" is based on a
story by Truman Capote about a
man whose early morning sleep is
disturbed by a bird flying around
his room, until a tenant comes in
and kills it. A fascinating
disorientation invades the mind of
this man who inevitably finds
himself with "an otter's tale wrapped about my foolish head."
The complexity of this poem lies

in the nightmarish absurdity
resulting from a break in the expected order 6~f things.
McWilliams' aesthetic sensibility
strongly reveals itself in "Melissa
Mysteria." The poem starts off
picturesquely: "From a country
located temporarily by the stars"
(stars of both fame and the
heavens). The play on the words
'star' and 'celestial' works on a
tension between two incompatible
worlds, that of "exotic cars" and
that of "pond drenched Nyads."
A dry voice of satire expresses
itself in "Interviews," a sort of
vignette on superficial social
impressions. "Please don't, that you
should feel just to please/ My eye
investigates your shallow pool/
and is appeased/ by only the
water, I see not a drop of depth/
In your last dramatic little breath."
To lighten the effect of his
complex verse, McWilliams read us
a story about a boy's growing affection for a dog with a speech
impediment. He started to write
this story (from which he read only
a chapter or two), when he was
sixteen. The author admits to its
simplicity.
McWilliams says that he wrote
this story with a concern for the
way creatures relate to oneanother, and help each other out.
This ideal fantasy has a genuinely
warm and sentimentally appealing
quality. The humor is evident in the
dog's address to his human friend
on the way back from a day in the
fields: "Are you groing to hrave tro
gro brack tro school soon?" asks
Ghost.
McWilliams' presentation had a
very relaxed atmosphere, and the
works themselves provided interesting material for a reading.
McWilliams stresses that all
writers, whether or not they care to
be published, should for the sake of
communication, give a reading of
their works. I heartily agree!

Kwaku is a commanding figure
on stage even while dealing with

Buntu performs religions ritual murder,

photo by Steve

'azzes and Gyrates
by Mark Eckel
Those of you who didn't make it
to the Bushnell Auditorium last
Thursday night missed a truly
amazing performance by a master
Jazz Musician. The Peace Train
Foundation presented the selfproclaimed, eccentric pianist Keith
Jarrett in a solo concert. The
master of varying Jazz, classical,
and folk piano styies stopped over
briefly in Hartford and then
continued on to the next stop in his
American concert tour.
The Jazz pianist played two forty
minute improvisational pieces and
one ten minute encore. The whole
performance was marked by great
intensity and by expert piano work.
When Jarrett wasn't perched
precariously on the edge of the
piano bench, his head swaying
from side to side, he was standing
over, under, and in front of the
keyboard, gyrating in an aboriginal
manner and groaning, moaning and
sometimes whooping.
The Hartford audience may have
been puzzled by his foot stomping,
body bending style of play, but they
recognized a master. Jarrett, clad
in sneakers and jeans, amazed the
listeners with complicated chordal
changes, with dazzling forty-eight
note improvisations in the upper
octaves, with disciplined pedal
control, and with melodic and
often dissonant note patterns.

His volcanic shift from soft
keyboard play to cacophonous and
yet pleasing forceful play, kept the
audience appreciatively listening.
There were occasional yawns as
the pianist launched into rather
repetitive melodies, but there was a
unanimous standing ovation at the
close of the concert.
In fact, the Allentown, Pennsylvania native has been greeted
with affection throughout the
world. His solo concert tours in the
ten years since his debut have
taken him from the United States
to Canada, England, Norway,
France, Germany, and Japan. His
concert tours as well as his IS or so
record releases of live and studio
work have gained critical acclaim
(although some think the 10 LP

album of his Japan solo concert,
which retails for a prohibitive
$75.00 is extremely egotistical).
• It was great to hear Keith Jarrett
in person at the Btishnel and experience the incredible variety of
musical sounds he created on the
single acoustic grand piano that sat
center stage.
As Keith Jarrett comments: 'I ...
have been carrying on an antielectric music crusade ... I believe
in music to the extent that it was
here before we were ... I don't
believe that one can create, but
that I can be a channel for the
creative.' The Hartford audience
was indeed extremely pleased that
Keith Jarrett brought his crusade to
Hartford and displayed his creative
genius.

is now open for submissions.
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FuHerton Manipulates Art

Arts Calendar

Theatre
Long Wharf Theatre. The Caretaker by Pinter: Jan. 29-April 20.
All shows Tues. through Fri. 8:00 PM, Saturdays 4:00 PM and 8:30
PM, Sundays 7:30 PM, Wednesday and Sunday matinees 2:00. Call
787-4282.
Yale Repertory Theatre. Curse of the Starving Class by Sam
Shepherd: Feb. 1-March 1. Ubu Rex by Alfred Jarry: Feb. 1-March
ll.CalN36-1600.
Music
The Cleveland Orchestra, Jorgensen Auditorium at University of
Connecticut. Tuesday, Feb. 12 at 8:15 PM. Program includes works
by Strauss, and Shostakovich. Soloists are Daniel Majeske violin,
and Stephen Geber, cellist. Call (203) 486-4226.
Spiral, contemporary percussion music, at New Haven Public
Library, 7:30 PM, February 14. Call 522-7200. •
Naomi Amos, pianist: Hartford Conservatory, Sunday Feb. 17th 3
PM. Program features music by Haydn, Schumann, Beethoven and
Bloch. Call 246-2588.
Dance
Hartford Ballet. Bushnell Memorial Hall, festival ranging from
classical to modern blue-grass ballet. Feb. 14th through 17th. Call
525-9396.
Art
The Community Renewal Team's Craftery Gallery: African Art
from the Wagsta.ff Collection. Sun, Feb. 3-March 9. Call 278-9950.

Space, Light, Color are the Medium

two old people dancing, has the create any sense of space, whether
by Barbara I. Selmo
Daphne Fullerton, senior studio same quality. These two old people through the interaction of color or
major, is presenting her show at seem to dance into real space (that through an unsuccessful use of
Garmany Hall, Feb. 6-12 at the of the viewer) and in their own light. These color works do not
have the sustained quality of her
Austin Arts Center. A delightful created space.
drawings, nor do they create the
Another print (monotype) of
poster showed Fullerton in a
photograph in the lower right hand seven women in a row, is a study of same space through color's
corner holding the announcement lights and darks that successfully manipulation of edge and the page.
for her show. What followed was in shows the value of mass and space
Two rough sketches — one
the same vein of clever subject over line. These smiling and posing called "White Dog" and the other
seven women are done completely of a nude — lacked the idealized
manipulation.
Fullerton's show presented many through the use of light and dark lines of h e r finer drawings.
intricate drawings, along with a few areas, suggesting edge and giving However, they did demonstrate a
color paintings. Her pencil definition to smiles, faces, even bolder hand and quicker execution
drawings were very involved with trends of hair through the subtle of subject which provided a
subject matter, appearing almost as play of light and non-light.
contrast to Fullerton's more
if the subject was experimenting
Her print of a perfect man's face, sustained works. These works
with the medium, and not thecalled "Little Genet's Dream" moved, breathed and lived on
medium experimenting with the presents the same successful use of paper, creating the impression of
subject.
lights and darks, creating the immediate contact with the viewer,
rather than the detached feeling of
Fullerton displayed an incredible planes of his face.
Fullerton's exhibit also con- her other works.
capacity for linear expression,
exhibiting works that were active in tained examples of her sculpture
This student exhibit is market by
line and very expressive of subject. and painting. These sculptures, a the same qualities as the others
One of her monotypes, of a man few pieces of white plaster, were presented so far this semester.
turning a handstand, was very interesting studies of hands and
A lack of organization and
illustrative of this style. A delicate, jawlines.
confidence was present in the work
fine drawing of an upside-down
Fullerton's paintings, on theexhibited. It would benefit the
man in a precarious position, seems other hand, unfortunately, were studio shows if the students
by Lynn Susman
from the start. Although the ripto teeter in artificial space as well not of the same delicate line and exhibiting would replace minimum
Pianist Vladimir Ashkenazy pling passages were delivered with
as in real space.
light as her drawings. Basically still quality and enthusiasm with more
performed last Tuesday evening at finesse, little dynamic variety was
Another one of her prints, one of lives of fruit, her colors failed to active interest.
the University of Connecticut in heard. Amidst a lot of banging the
Storrs. This Russian-born musician, right hand chords were too shallow.
who defected to the United States
Again, Ashkenazy made a clear,
idea of using tales of haunts and
in 1963, is quickly gaining convincing distinction between
by Rachel Mann
a man who performs executions
horrors in performance is unusual
recognition at the baton as well as style of movements and the run in
"There will be some to disbelieve
of the electric chair due to a sense
and original. The show could be a
the second movement was welland some to doubt and yet a few to
of duty and family tradition was at the keyboard.
riveting and scary experience.
His recording reputation was paced and deftly executed.
also good. Talley has a beautiful,
find much to ponder upon," said a
Through the use of vocal modusonorous voice which he uses, like recently enhanced when, in 1979, Movement three displayed Rachblack-robed and hooded actor of
Stackman, with skill and subtlety. Ashkenazy received a Grammy maninoff at his best, full, twelveTHREEATRE in their per- lation and imagery, the tone of
He built' his story with apparent Award for the Best Chamber note chords, jagged syncopated
formance entitled "Wierd Tales." each story was created. Although
each'actor
stayed
in
chairs
behind
enjoyment to Us unsettling finish. Music Performances, for his rhythms, schmaltz, axia...sequence
Saturday night, February 9 at 8 PM
recording of the Beethoven upon sequence.
The son of the electrocutioner has
started with a dimly lit stage, white lecturns, their voices, sound effects,
and
suggestion
of
bodily
Sonatas
for Violin and Piano with
the
"audacity"
to
say
"You
enjoy
it,
candles, and an old, musty book
movement produced the action and don'tyou?!" The man's response is
ftzhak Perlman. Despite all his The second half of the concert
and whispered music.
intensified the mood.
unpredicted: "Enjoy it?! But how musical versatility, Ashkenazy did consisted of Twcnty-four Preludes,
THREEATRE is an acting
Masha Stackman and Gordon could anyone not enjoy it?" The on Tuesday night what he is best Opas 28, by Chopin. These
company of three actors — Peter
Talley rendered, respectively audience gasped in horror and known for: he played the piano. delightful pieces displayed the full
Crockett, Masha Stackman, and
underplayed yet distinctive in- surprise,
then
tittered in
The program began with virtuosity of the young artist
"Gordon Talley— who interpret
terpretations of. their material. The momentary discussion. This effect
Beethoven's
Sonata No. 7 In D, presenting technical and expressive
stories and poems of death and the
cat story of Ulfar, read by Stack- indicated Talley's excellent timing opus 10, No. 3, The first movement, obstacles along the way. Vladimir
supernatural in this setting. Their
man, was delightful. She utilized which he consistently displayed. with its quick and crisp rhythm was Ashkenazy jumped clear of all
material is fascinating, yest strange
her voice in such a way that she
Unfortunately, Crockett's a perfect concert opening. these hurdles.
(unfortunately, they had no list of
sounded quite like a cat mewing. performance was a dead-weight, Throughout the recital, Ashkenazy
"Prelude tt 4 in E Minor"
their sources, so the reviewer nor
This piece was perhaps the best giving the show a lop-sided quality. exhibited the ability to capture and consisted of one breathless, lyrical
the audience could associate
one of the "Wierd Tales," keeping- He seems to have a penchant for
convey to the audience the mood line in the right hand. The gifted
stories with titles and authors).
the audience horrified yet having hysteria and overacting. Obviously, of every phrase and every pianist displayed phenomenal
The BBC reportedly labeled
an element of wit. Her expressive he enjoys being on stage and has an
movement. The Beethoven sonata control over his two hands, inTHREEATRE's performance "one
face and adroit vocal suggestion unreserved energy source. Though
was
no exception. The especially dependent yet entwined. "Prelude
of the most interesting groups on
were engrossing throughout the he is clearly master of his voice, his dramatic contrast between the first H 8 in F-sharp Minor," in which the
the Fringe of the Edinburgh Inshow.
and second movements was right hand medody was sung over
immediate and unrestrained
' ternational
Festival."
This
Talley's tale of an "electro- galvanism disallows any effective stunning.
the flowing inner left hand
statement is easily believed. The
cutioner" pleading his case as climax.
background, was an example of
Throughout his "mood creaCrockett appeared to be in love tion," Ashkenazy remained in this facility.
with the words of his stories rather perfect control of t h e piece
"Prelude 13 in F-sharp" was
than the ideas. As a result, his exhibiting chordal bursts and memorable due to an exquisitely
narrations were choppy and hard tender echoings. He played with evenness of tone, and the grave
to follow. This quality was such self-assurance that concern
chords of "Prelude It 20 in C
especially evident in a poem by over technique never seemed Minor" were so full and mournful
Edgar Allen Poe. In this recitation, apparent. Indeed, except for the that it was as if the pianist had
he became so histrionic and in- rushing and slurring of the ends of
attached weights to hands.
volved in the agony related by Poe runs, he had no reason to be Ashkenazy's execution of the
that his words were utterly in- worried about technical prob is. Chopin preludes was the highlight
comprehensible. Crockett needs to The pianist ended the sonata ra . j r of the evening as it allowed the
temper and refine his ability.
abruptly, springing from his seat audience a glimpse of this pianist's
The BBC was correct in their upon the sounding of the last note. marvels.
observation, though. "Wierd Tales"
His graceful, sensitive treatment
The performance of Rach- of melody, his absolute control
was interesting and definitely
strange by the virtues of two of its maninoff s Sonata No. 2 in B-flat
over his hands, and his ability to
actors, its subject-matter, and the Minor, opus 36, followed in a
convey musical ideas put Vladimir
mood invoked by candles, bells, slightly less successful manner. The
Ashkenazy in the category of
black robes, and eerie tales of, first movement was almost im- keyboard master.
deaths, hauntings, arid the super- pressionistic in quality, but the
execution was not well-focused
natural forces.

Ashkenazy -Captures
and Captivates

Supernatural Haunts Trinity
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ANTIQUES
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Jesters
Announcement

947-O283

TRINlTy PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
218 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN,
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)

JOHN W. DULKA. PROP.

The Jester's Tuesday Workshop
Series will recommence today,
February 12, at 4:15 in Garmwy
Hall. The workshop will deal wtn
stage fighting. Michael Co
tryman will direct this workshop-
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Indoor Track

JV Squash

Rugby Meeting

The Men's JV Squash team had an undefeated
week as they beat Kent 6-1 on Wednesday, MIT
Friday by a perfect 9-0 tally, and Army, 6-3, on.
• Saturda'y- The JVs finish up their season with two
home matches, vs. Williams on Wednesday and
Trinity-Pawling on Friday, and an away contest
with Taft on Saturday.

All those interested in playing rugby this
spring should be aware that there will be a series
of basic Chalk Talks given by Nevile Doherty, the
Trinity Rugby coach and president of New
England Rugby Football Referee Society. The
talks will begin the Monday following Open Period
at 7:30 in a facility to be announced.

Whither The Olympics ? Ethics AndPolitics
housing compound at Ray Brook, IOC objections to an Olympic
N.Y., adjoining the Lake Placid boycott: that the Olympic Games
In the most recent issue of Sports complex. The reason? The Chinese should be above politics. Lance
Dhistrated 81 year-old Douglas Nationalist's refusal to obey an IOC Morrow, in his thoughtful and
Roby, one of the two U.S. members resolution that they change their perceptive essay The Boycott That
of the International Olympic preferred flag, national anthem, Might Rescue The Games [TIME,
Committee, indicated that he and and name-the Republic of China— Feb. 11) put it best. "To say that the
Julian Roosevelt, the other U.S. to avoid conflict with the Olympics" Olympic games have nothing to do
committee member, might not newest member, the People's with politics is the equivalent of
support
President
Carter's Republic of China on thesaying that disco dancing has
nothing to do with sex." The
proposed boycott of the Moscow mainland.
modem
Olympics have always been
The following day New York
Olympics. " I ' m a patriotic
American, but it's kind of a State Supreme Court Justice political, and nothing makes this
problem," Roby is quoted as Norman Harvey delivered a ten more apparent than the IOC's
saying. "We have a strong rule in page decision overruling the IOC's recent implementation of their
declaring
it action on the Chinese question.
the IOC forbidding us to yield to resolution,
It is the individual right of each
discriminatory, and stating that the*
political intervention."
nation to compete under its chosen
Taiwan
Olympians
should
be
Last Wednesday, February 7th,
name, bearing its chosen colors,
the IOC demonstrated just exactly admitted to the Olympic facilities
and marching to its chosen song.
forthwith.
The
Lake
Placid
how "strong" their adherence is to
While
I would agree that the more
that rule, as they denied eight Olympic Committee has appealed
than twenty year non-recognition
that
ruling.
members of the Taiwan's Olympic
This incident neatly deflates the of one of the world's foremost and
delegation entrance to the athlete's
most powerful nations-Communist
China- was in retrospect ridiculous
Brandeis University
and immature, the IOC's attempt to
belittle a long-term member by
denying them their national rights
in order to appease a newcomer is
equally ridiculous, immature, and
downright political. So much for
by Nick Noble
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JACOB HIATT
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
What does it offer you?
1
in israel.in rhe'fall term
u
course work in English on fhe poliiical, economic and
social development of Israel and in its language,
history and archaeology
• a strong program of Hebrew language study
• important internship opportunities in social service
agencies in Jerusalem
• field trips, study trips, interviews with prominent
Israelis, a kibbutz visit
• financial aid is available

cont. from p. 15
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went awry, and the Bears stole the
ball and went jn for the final hoop.
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Tired of the Cold?
Head for Spring Break in
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Application deadline: March 15
For further information, see your Study
Abroad advisor or write:
Office of international Programs
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts O2254
(617)647-2422
Brancfeis University QdrrsiS students of any race, color, national
or elhnc origin, sex. a g e or handicap tc all its programs a n d
activities.

March 22 29

"

(Sat.-oat)

round trip airfare
8 days/7 nites lodging
transfers and harbor cruise
all taxes and gratuities
daily continental breakfast
4 beach parties and lunches
welcome party with complimentary beer
guaranteed lowest prices

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

rkshop
today
al "W
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Adventures in Travel, Group Sales Dept.
1200 Post Road East
Westport, Conn. 06880
(203) 226-7421
or contact your campus representative
Laura Hurlbut, phone 568-2393.
Adventures in travel is America's largest
operator of college trips to Bermuda.
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Checkmate Bowdoin, 58-64. Trinity played a superb second
half, outscoring their opponents 46Schlein had 22 points.
Against UHart on Saturday 43. But the first hald ended 21-40
Hawjcs, and the 19 point deficit was
just too much to overcome.
Cindy Higgins had 19 points for
the game, bringing her season total
so far to 132, a 14.5 per game
average, ahead of her record
setting pace of last year.
Still, there was Kathy Schlein,
Call Days Evenings & Weekends
who scored 23 points on the day.
She now leads the Bantams with
Classes start
147 points and a 16.3 points per
March 5th
game average, even further ahead
800 Silver Lane
of Higgins' record 78-79 efforts.

East Hartford, CT
568-7927

For Information About Olhor Centers In More Than SO Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY StDte CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223.1782

MAD MURPHY'S
LIVE EMT£RTAINM£MT NIGHTL V
TUBS., Feb. 12 - Trinity ii
Wed., Hb, 13 - Olass House
Thurs., Feb. 14 - VIVA
Fri.-Sat, Feb. 15, 16 -Walrus
Sun., Fib, 17 . storm

417 Wow Britain Ave., Hartford
(Canm • * HHttM* Aw.)

J

-
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ALWAYS ON HAND

249-6833

., Feb. 18
417 New Britain Ave.,Jtertford

Feature Films and

Space is Limited. Don't wait!

Bit

that "strong rule" cited by Roby the 1936 Olympics as a bid for
international
prestige. The
and Roosevelt.
Al Oerter, former Olympian, Olympics were used politically by
three-time gold-medalist in thethe Arabs in 1948, by terrorists in
discus, and now, in his forties, 1972, by Hungary in 1956, by
training for an Olympic comeback, Africa in 1976, by Tomroie Smith
is a staunch supporter of theand John Carlos in 1968, by TV
President's Olympic boycott networks, advertising executives,
proposal. So are both houses of and parasites everywhere. A
Congress, the officially elected permanent site with permanent
representatives of the people. New international funding might result
Jersey Senator William ("Bill") out of a boycott, putting a damper
, Bradley, a former Olympian on the on excessive political exploitation
U.S. gold-medal Basketball squad of the games. Complete cleansing
in 1964, supports the need to will never be possible, for the
change the Olympics. This ultimate Olympics are, at their roots,
political use of the Olympic Games, political.
to object to Soviet incursions into
In a TIME public opinion poll,
other countries, may provide the conducted during the last week of
opportunity to once-and-for-all January, 67% of Americans
remove politics from the Olympic favored an Qympic boycott. Who
stage. The issue is not whether are these two committee men to
Afghanistan is or is not important dictate policy to the majority of
to U.S. interests.
Americans? It isn't fair to the
In choosing the Olympic year to athletes, some scream. Neither are
make their move, the Soviets are the Olympics in their present form.
using then- hosting of the games as "We've all got to take a stand",
apolitical ace-in-the-hole, counting declares Gympian Al Oerter. Forty
on the summer's good will to countries already have.
deflate the anxieties of the winter
Fight fire with fire, to keep the
and spring. Likewise Hitler used flame burning.

Women's Basketball

'

' was

The Indoor Track team engaged in an informal
meet with Southern Connecticut last Friday.
Working with an abbreviated squad of eight
members, the most Trin could muster was some
spirited performances in the field events. Captain
Jeff Mather captured a second in the 35 1b.
weight, and a third in the shot: Freshman Paul
Merrigan snagged second in both the triple and
long jumps.

>

Auditions
QPEM LATE HOURS
22 UUIOH PLACE
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Merchants

249-6833
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Wrestlers Take Final Match With Heavyweight Pin
by Dave Mueller
The Trinity Wrestling team
ended its regular season on a high
note this past Saturday as they
came froiP- behind to defeat
Williams, 27-24. The dual meet was
close and exciting the whole way
through. The two schools literally
fought it out to the end, as it was
the final bout which decided the
outcome of the day.
All the Bantams wrestled well
Saturday afternoon, but it was the
Ephmen who started things off as
they picked up a forfeit and 6
points at 118. Frank Caskin got
things rolling for Trin. The 126
pounder found a tough match but
rose to the occasion as he outcontested his adversary and won an
11-7 decision. This gave Trinity its
first three points.
The next three weight classes
went to Williams, but not without a
fight. Tim Yasui struggled but lost
a 5-0 decision. Mike Howe also

sparred well, but fell short by an 8-3 24-21. This meant that the team's
count. Senior Tom Gerke battled fate rested upon the shoulders of
hard only to get pressed late in the Glenn McLellan; a pair of fine
first period. Williams took the shoulders indeed, as the outcome
momentum as they led Trin by 15. would have it.
Co-Captain John O'Brien took a
Neither gargantuan could score a
forfeit at 158, which gave the Bants point during the first period of this
6 more. Doug Amster put on an crucial bout. But during theawesome show as he bested his 167 second, it was McLellan who fell
pound foe. Amster dominated behind. The big man from Williams
throughout his match and was led by a 6-2 mark before McLellan
leading by a score of 14-3 into the reversed positions and put together
third period before he forced his his pinning moves. The fall came at
man into stalling o u t . T h e
4:52 and was the sophomore's third
disqualification gave the Bants 6 of the season. The sbc team points
more team points as they closed in he picked up were to seal the
on Williams' 18-15 lead.
victory as Trin walked off with a
Pete Smith put up a valiant 27-24 squeaker.
contest only to submit to a
The Bantam grapplers will spend
powerful combination by his 177 the next few days getting tuned up
pound
counterpart
from for tournaments. The JV New
Williamstown. The pin gave the Englands will be held at Trinity on
Ephmen 6 more tallies. By picking Sunday, February 17, while the
up a forfeit at 190, Co-Captain Varsity New Englands take place at
Dave Brooks attained additional WPI on February 22 and 23. Team
team points, but it was not enough support would be helpful for both
to secure a lead as Williams still led of these events.

167 pound wrestler Dong Amster forced his Williams opponent to
stell out and picked up 6 team points in the Trin win.

i
;

An awesome reverse by sophomore heavyweight Glenn McLeilan resulted In a pin and a team win.

Hockey Loses Ground
With Bentley Loss
a questionable goal to give them outskated an Iona defender t&,go
the one point advantage going into one-on-one with the Iona goalie,
By dropping a 7-3 decision at the the locker room for the in-beating him easily to finish the
hands of Bentley last Wednesday termission.
second period scoring. The teams
night, the Bantams have reduced
The third period was much the went into their respective locker
their season record to 8-7, 6-3 in same situation as the first. The rooms with the Scoreboard showing
Div. i n . With the 5-3 victory over Bantams weren't working together, the home team ahead by two. 4-2.
Iona on Saturday, however, the and mistakes all over the ice forced
Despite not displaying too much
Bantams have righted themselves Trin back into their own zone.
power
on the power play all game
on the track to a.playoff berth.
Three more Bentley goals to Brian
on long, the man-up team came
Dorman's
one
power
plsy
tally
for
In the Watertown Arena, the
through in the clutch to ice the win.
Bantams fell behind early to the Trin made the score a disap- Dan Sahtuske, moved from right
pointing
7-3,
as
the
Bantams
tune of 3-0. Lack of consistent
•wing to center in an attempt to
forechecking, an inability to carry headed home to Hartford.
gove the freshman an opportunity
the puck out of the zone, and shaky
In Middletown on Wednesday, to experiment with his scoring
goaltending among other things, however, the Bantams were a bit potential, poked the puck through
were at fault in placing Trin at a more confident of a win. Iona on a mixHip in front of the Iona net
definite disadvantage early in the challenged little in the first period, to complete the Trin scoring. Trin
contest.
as the Bants went out to a 2-0 lead, goalie Steve Solik.. had an easy
The second period began Bob Ferguson was the hot hand for night, coming up with 30 saves.
quickly, as Bob Ferguson Trin, contributing the first two
Next week, the Bantams meet
culminated fine work by he and his goals to the Bant's winning effort.
Iona scored early in the second, Div. II UCqnn for a rematch of
linetnates. Bob Plumb and Steve
MacDonald rounded o u t t h ebut Steve MacDonald, fast making their preseason loss at the hands of
Bantam scoring, and it was a new a dent in the scoring column, put the Huskies. On Wednesday, the
game, now tied at three. Seconds his team further ahead off a Dan Bantams travel to Assumption to
before the second period buzzer Sahutske face-off. Joe Upton meet them for the first time this
sounded, however, Bentley tallied widened the Trin cushion when he season.
by Nancy Lucas

Half Time Shoot-Out

Men's Varsity Squash
Ups Record To 14-2
by Tom Reynolds

i By winning three of four matches
f last week, the Men's Varsity
Squash team upped its record to
14-2. Trinity went down in defeat to
a strong Navy squad, but victories
were recorded over Vassar,
Amherst, and MIT.
The Middies from Annapolis,
MD were very strong at the top and
bottom of the ladder, thus enabling
them to squeak out a 5-4 victory.
The Bantams were tougher than
their opponents in the middle of
the ladder, however, as Trinity won
matches at the number three, four,
five and seven positions. Rob
Dudley, Scott Friedman, Sloane
Boochever and Chris Morphy
supplied the triumphs for Trinity.
As far as the Vassar match is
concerned, it was no contest.
Trinity simply overpowered their
foes by the score of 9-0.
In the Amherst match, Trinity
pounded the Lord Jeffs 8-U but the
highlight of the contest was the
match at the H 2 position. Earlier
this season, Peter DeRose lost to

the number two man of Amherst, a
player that Trinity had never
beaten. This time, DeRose was
determined to emerge victorious
over his very unsportsmanlike
opponent. When it was over,
DeKose had won, thus making the
Trin victory a very special one.
The MIT contest was another
romp for the Bantams, as they
pummelled the Engineers, 9-0.
Coach Sutherland brought up four
players (Rich Gelin, Bill McAvoy,
Van Dillon and Topher Browne)
from the JV squad so that they
would receive some exposure at
the Varsity level. All four of them
held their own very well and
contributed victories to the
onesided affair.
outcome of the match will most
likely decide the National Small
College Squash Champions of
1980. A victory over the Ephmen
would be a great win for Trin, and
seeing that the contest will take
place in Hartford, the Bantams
would greatly appreciate a large
turnout for this crucial match.

This Week In Trinity Sports
Tuesday, Feb. 12

Wednesday, Feb. 13

Thursday, Feb. 14

Friday, Feb. 15

Saturday, Feb. 16

At each home Basketball game, five members of the audience are chosen by lottery to compete in
a shoot-out from half court at half time. Participants take as many shots as they can in a two-minute
period. Baskets are awarded with a choice of prizes, ranging from a keg to lunch for two at a local
restaurant.
Early arrival at the next home contest, Friday, Feb. 15 vs. Johnson St., makes each ticketholder
eligible to be selected to compete in the shoot-out.
Monday, Feb. 18

Men's Vanity Basketball
vs. Wesleyan,, 7:30 PM, Away.
Men's IV Basketball vs Wesleyan,
5:45 PM, Away.
Men's and Women's Fencing vs,
Western Conn, 7 PM, HOME.
Men'* Varsity Squash vs. Williams,
3 PM, HOME,
Hockey vs UConn, 7:30 PM>
HOME (at Wesleyan).
Men's IV Squash vs. Williams, 3
PM, HOME.
,
Women's Varsity and IV Squ»'»
vs. Brown, 7 PM, HOME.
Women's Basketball vs. Westeyao,
7:30, Away,
Men's Vanity Basketball vs.
Brandeis, 8 PM, Away.
Women's Swimming vs. MtHolyoke, 7 PM, Away.
Men's Varilty Basketball vs.
Juhnson St., 8 PM, HOME.
Men's JV Basketball vs. TrinityPawling, 6 PM, HOME.
Men's IV Squash vs. TrinityPawling, 6 PM, HOME.
Hockey vs. Assumption, 7 PM.
Away.
Men's Fencing vs. Holy Cross and
UMaine, 1 PM, HOME.
Men's IV Squash vs. Taft, 2:30 PM.
Away.
Women's Varsity Squash vs.
Princeton, 2 PM, HOME.
Women's IV Squash vs. Choate, "
PM, HOME.
Women's Varsity Squash vs.
Wesleyan, 4 PM, HOME,
Mea't Varsity Basketball vs. Tufts,
8 PM, Away.
.
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Fencers Split Week; Fall To Brown, Beat WPI
Women Successful In Two Bouts On Week

srst, a
never

Thursday night, February 7th,
the fencing team took on Brown
and lost, 13-14, and on Saturday,
February 9, the team beat WPI, 1710. The women's team tied Brown,
8-8, and beat Wellesley, 124.
The Thursday night match
started late, but nevertheless the
men fought hard and took 13 bouts,
just one short of winning. The epee
squad took a beating with Peter
Paulsen out sick; only Co-Captain
Dan Schlenoff and Michael Gould
took one victory apiece in the third
round. The foil men tallied 4
victories, two from Kevin Childress
and one each from rookies Paul
'Hansen and Kevin Zitnay. Oily the
sabre squad pulled consistent
victories, taking a total of 7 out of 9
bouts. Don DeFabio opened the
first round with a 5-0 victory and
gained 2 more bouts in rounds 2
and 3. Co-Captain Steve Butler
also took three, and Michael
Charbonnier added one more.
The women scrimmaged against
Brown, fencing without electrical
equipment due to breakdowns in
the machines. They tied, 8-8.

Marianne Miller won 4 bouts,
Janice Wilkos took 3, and Anita
Yeranian and Rowena Summers
had one each. The women ..also
agreed to fence Brown again,
electrically, at Brown on March
6th.
On Saturday both the men and
the women were victorious. The
men took WPI, 17-10, and the
women soundly beat Wellesley, 124. For the men, the epee squad
fought for 5 victories, 2 from
Schlenoff, 2 from Gould, and one
from freshman Ed Sharp, Trinity's
first left-handed epee fencer in 4
years. The foil and sabre squads
won 6 bouts each. In foil Kevin
Childress took 3, Bill Engel had 2,
and Kevin Zitnay had one. The
WPI sabre squad forfeited 3 bouts,
Don DeFabio won 2, and Steve
Butler took one.
The women fenced like troopers
against Wellesley, with both
Marianne Miller and Ro'wena
Summers winning all four of their
bouts. Second year Janice Wilkos
went 3-1, and up-and-coming Anita
Yeranian, 1-3.

Seasoned fencer Rowena Summers scores a touch In the Wellesley match. Summers won all four of
her boats.
photo by Kervn Crohs

Women's Basketball: The Cruelest Month
season's record t o l - £ .
-'
The University of Hartford
T.S. Eliot was wrong. April is not opened and closed the five-day,
the cruelest month; February is. four-game hard-luck marathon for
The Trinity Women's Varsity Trinity. On Monday evening the
Basketball team endured their own Hawks, on their home court,
private Wasteland this past week, clawed the Bantams by 16 points,
as they suffered through four 71-55. Cindy Higgins was highheartbreaking losses, to drop their scorer for the .Bantams with 20
by Nick Noble

points, followed by Kathy Schiein
with 16.
Quinnipiac invited Trinity down
to New Haven on Wednesday, and
triumphed 81-41. The Trinity
offense was constantly stifled by
Quinnipiac's man-to-man defense.
Only Kathy Schiein managed any
kind of scoring with 16 points.

JV Hoop Three Away
From Perfect Season
>nr~
They've begun to think the
unthinkable. With three games
remaining and an 11-0 record, the
Junior Varsity Basketball team is
now shooting for an undefeated
season and a place in the Trinity
record book. A 3-0 week aided the
quest for perfection, as the Bantams disposed of their opponents
with a smart brand of precision
basketball that created offensive
opportunities and forced their foes
out of their normal game plans.
The first team to fall last week
was the Engineers of WPI, as a
potent outside attack and a stingy
defense propelled the Bants to a 6555 triumph. Angelos Orfanos (20
points) keyed the offensive surge as
his outside shots continually
clicked against the WPI zone,
while an active man-to-man
defense forced the Engineers into
turnovers and low percentage shots
as Trinity grabbed a 34-21 halftime
edge.
The second half was more of the
same, as John Niakards (12 points)
and Tony Pace (12) filled the nets
and prevented the visitors from
mounting any serious threats.
The Bants' toughest match thus
far was in the offing Friday
evening, as a talented Suffied'
Academy team gave the hosts fits
before finally succumbing by a 6662 count.
The teams were pretty evenly
matched, as neither quir.tet could
muster any sort of advantage in the
early going. Swinging the ball around the key, the Bantam shots
began to fall as the hosts edged
ahead. Niakaros completed a 3point play at the conclusion of the
opening twenty minutes to put Trin
out in front, 32-24.
Horrible shooting at the outset of
the final half allowed Suffield to
score 10 unanswered points and
take the lead. With eight minutes
\\o play, Rob Smith (21 points)
drilled a side jumper to put the

"hosts up' by four, and Trinity
managed to maintain that advantage until the waning moments.
With 19 seconds to play, Mike
Collins sank a layup to make it 6460, and after Suffield quickly
retaliated, Bruce Zawodniak
tallied at the buzzer to ice the win..
The Jayvees received a breather
Saturday afternoon, rolling over
Greater Hartford Community
College in a 76-49 laugher to close
out the perfect week.
Playing basketball against GHCC is sort of like playing hoop in a
cattle stampede, as the visitors,

showing all the discipline of a
Chinese fire drill, gave a clinic in
how not to play winning basketball
in falling to an early 28-6 disadvantage.
Trinity played its patient game,
. disorienting its run-and-gun opponents with a precision offense
and airtight defense in running up a
44-24 halftime lead. The final 20
minutes were spent maintaining the
cushion, as the Bants successfully
avoided playing at the visitors level
and preserved the triumph. Roger
Coutu led all scorers with 25, while
Niakaros .Contributed 14.

The following afternoon Trinity
and the Bowdoin Bears squared off
in one of the closest and exciting
Women's Basketball games seen at
Trinity in some while.
It was like a chess game:
Bowdoin in black versus Trinity in
white, each team matching the
other move for move throughout
the contest.
With the game beginning to look
like another embarrassing romp in
the early minutes, Kathy Schiein
strapped wings to her heels and
took off, demonstrating why she
has overtaken all-time scoring
champion Cindy Higgins as the
Bantams' leading scorer this
•winter. The tiny guard's three
quick baskets brought Trinity
within range, 9-13.
During this run on the Bears,
Captain Higgins led a strong
Trinity defense that stopped
several Bowdoin drives. Higgins
and Cathy Anderson added one
apiece to tie it up at 15-all.
Bowdoin scored three quick
points, but Anderson wasn't

cont. on i

B

Women's Squash In
Howe Cup Competition
It was an exciting as we!) as exhausting weekend at Yale for the
Women's Squaab team. They
competed in the annual Howe Cup
Tournament, where 19 teams meet
and compete in three divisions, as a
team, to see which team has the
best collective record after seven
matches. The Bantams were in the
second division, with Princeton,
Wesleyan, Smith, Middlebury,
Bowdoin, UPenn, and Franklin and
Marshall. Friday afternoon, the
team came out with a consistent 5-2
win over Franklin and Marshall.
After a brief twenty minute toweloff, they bravely stepped into the
courts with Princeton. Everyone
played their hardest, and Leila
Gordon and Beth Davison won the
prize for the most total points
against the defending champs.
Saturday, the match with UPenn
began at 8:30. After the yawns
during the 8:15 warmup, Trinity
came out swinging. Penn was really
out to beat them, and they pulled
off three wins, but Trin rallied back
with three more victories. Johanna
Pitocchelli wound it down to the
last match, being down 2-0 in
games, to win the tie breaker in the
fifth contest.

Bruce Zawodniak goes op for a layup in the WPI win.

through yet. She scored again, and
soon after collared an important
rebound, feeding the ball to
Schiein, who put Trin on top for
the first time, 19-18.
Tne curtain went up on the
second half as Cindy Higgins held a
rebounding clinic for the ladies
from Brunswick. Connie Newton
scored two and one outside baskets
respectively, and Trinity led 34-28.
Terry Johnson and Kathy
Schiein (who managed the threepoint play) teamed up to give the
Bantams a 37.-29 cushion, but then
the roof started to fall in.
Moments later Higgins fouled
, out of the game, but super efforts
by Terry Johnson, Connie Newton,
and the irrepressable Kathy
Schiein kept Trinity in the game.
Bowdoin was smoking hot, and
they pulled ahead. With eight
seconds left in the contest Trinity
called time-out, trailing 58-60 with
one last chance to score. But the
Bantam attempt at a final gambit

the matches were very close and
finding themselves in another 3-3
tie, the Blue and Gold Keaded for
the gallery to watch senior Beth
Davison at # 3 play the deciding
match. Beth displayed her ability in
concentration and consistency and
her steady streaks of rails helped
her 6ome out on top, giving Trinity
the 4-3 win.
The last match of the day was
against Bowdoin, who had beaten
Trinity 5-2 in the second'match of
the season. Laurie Fergusson lost a
hard fought match, as did Beth
Davison and Leila Gordon.
Johanna Pitocchelli, Nancy Bogle,
Janny Meagher and Erica Churgin
put their opponents to the test and
Trin won again, 4-3.
Sunday, "the final matches
against Smith and Middlebury had
to be played. The team had trouble
with the Smith women and lost, 5-2.
Leila Gordon had her best performance of the tournament,
soundly defeating her Smith foe.
Middlebury was the final
competition, but Trinity couldn't
give them the tough fight they did
on Thursday, as they lost, 4-3.
Middlebury dominated the contest.
Johanna Pitocchelli puJJed out a
; The team was fired up to play the victory, winning 15-11 in th? fifth
Cardinals from Wesleyan. All game.
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Sports
Varsity Hoop Sweeps Week At Home
WPI, Bowdoin And Colby Fall To Bantam Quintet
by Anthony Ffecheltl
Yes, reincarnation is possible.
Just ask the Varsity Basketball
team. The Bantams, who had rolled
over and played dead while suffering the post-Cuba doldrums,
rose from the ashes last week by
going 3-0, extending a modest 4game winning streak and improving their record to an impressive 12-5. While playing nearly
flawless
basketball,
Trinity
received heroic performances from
several different players, each
game producing a different star,
although team efforts were still the
order of the day.
At the forefront
of the
rejuvenation were Carl Rapp (53
points on the week), Ron Carroll,
Dave Wynter, and Jim Callahan.
The last two weeks have been quite
a revelation in regard to Callahan,
who had regained his shooting
touch and has provided some
needed frontcourt scoring punch
and help on the boards.

Carl Rapp headed the Bantam rejuvenation with 53 points on the
week.
photo by Charles Rosenfield

The Bantams opened their
perfect week by systematically
dismantling the Engineers of WPI,
81-64, Tuesday evening at Ferris.
Trinity found the weak spots in the
WPI zone and exploited, them with
pinpoint outside shooting and
quick perimeter passing. John
Meaney got the Bants off to an
early lead, canning 3 jumpers as
the hosts assumed a 12-6 lead after
five minutes of play. Carroll was
then inserted against the zone, and
promptly lived up to his nickname of
"Instant Offense" by drilling a side

jump, as the hosts grabbed a 20-12
cushion midway through the half.
Callahan's sweet outside touch
helped keep the advantage intact,
as the hosts entered the break
holding a 43-34 margin.

moves, registering 16 first^talf
points in boosting the hosts to a 3432 lead at the intermission,
That
lead
w«j a e v e r
relinquished, as the Bantams
scored 9 straight as action t w ^
to lead by 11. Everything c k ^
for the Bantams, the squad moving
like a well-oiled machine,
executing perfectly and playing
with intelligence. Wynter scored 12
as the Bants were never challenged
the rest of the way.

Rapp, Wynter and Carroll
scored in succession to open the
second half, as Trinity embarked
on a 9-2 scoring spree in increasing
its bulge to 52-36 seven minutes
into the stanza. Carroll was particularly lethal, sticking jumpers
off the break, while Callahan
scored his points off quick swing
Hours * later, Trin was on the
passes which left the visitors floor again, taking on the Mules of
standing flatfooted. •
Colby in a Maine weekend, Once
again the inside strength of Trinity
With five minutes left and the was too much for the opposition to
outcome no longer in doubt, it handle, as Rapp (20 points, 13
became showtime as Meaney flung rebounds) and Callahan (16 points)
a blind behind-the-back pass to furnished the offensive spark in
Wynter for a layup, and seconds leading the hosts to a 44-28 halflater the explosive forward hit on a time edge.
triple pump layup off a steal.
Carrol] lead all scorers with 23,
It was a consummate team efwhile Callahan added 16 and fort, as four players scored in
Wynter chipped in with U .
double figures in the Baitoms'
twelfth win in 17 outings, the
After an even first half, Trinity victory assured Trinity of a winning
exploded in the final twenty
season, while hopes for an ECAC
minutes to wrest a 68-52 decbion
playoff berth are still alive. Carroll
from visiting Bowdoin. Relying on
•notched 15 while Wynter added 14
the offensive prowess of Rapp, who
in the winning effort, as the Bants
poured in 25 points, the Bantams
subdued the pesky visitors from simply outplayed their less talented
Maine via a superior inside game; opponents.
Bowdoin raced to a 20-13 margin
midway through the initial half, as
the Bantams failed to connect on
their shots and played lethargic
defense. Rapp assumed control,
however, as the sophomore center
scored on a variety of baseline

Tonight is anotfcVr 6
the Blue and Gold, as the cagers
visit Wesleyan for a crucial encounter at 8 PM, A Bantam victory
could boost the team's ECAC Div.
Ill ranking and enhance its chance
for a tournament spot.

Ducks Drown Babson, WPI
Men's Swimming Solid At5-2
Last week the Men's Swim Team
had two important meets and came
through with flying colors as they
trounced both BabsoiTCollege and
WJP.I,, raising their record to 5-2.
Yesterday i(Monday) they will have
battled Holy Cross and all indications point to another victory.
This means the worst Trinity could
do this year would be 6 wins arid 4
losses. That may not- sound like
much, but it must be taken in the
proper context. The last time
Trinity Varsity Swimming had a
winning- record was in 1962,
eighteen years ago. Quite an
accomplishment for Coach Chet
McPhee, who took over Trinity's
Swimming program two years ago
at a time when the team- was
struggling to be 3-7. Against
Batison, Trinity held the lead from
the first event on. The medley relay
team of Elgunise, Wobst, Gray,
and.Adam loafedto an easy win.
Katzman won the 1000 easily, as
Merin stroked to his first second
place finish of the year. Everyone
else had an easy day except Dave
Gatenby and Scott Bowden.
Gatenby came in second in the
required diving but won the optionals. Scott Bowden had the
closest race of the day. He just
touched out Babson's own
superstar by a tenth of a second in
the 200 I.M. (Be thankful he had
tapered all week.)

On Thursday, the Ducks went
in that event. The 500 also saw
North to swim W P I . , a team they
Fritz Eberle, a swimmer who
hadn't beaten in years. This was to
doesn't get the attention he
be an important meet because it
deserves, come out of nowhere,
would decide whether Trinity was
doing his best time ever. It took a
to have a winning season or not.
final burst of energy by the
Trinity's opening relay of Bowden, bewildered Katzman to manage to
Gray, Wobst and Adam set the beat Fritz-Boom-Bah.
precedent that was to characterize
In the 200 Backstroke, Bowden
the entire meet. Of the eleven and Mike Elgunise went out
races, Trinity won eight of them. together, but Bowden dropped him
The next win came from co- as they went on to finish first and
Captain Katzman as he swam the second. Doug Gray then won the
best 1000 time of his life, a quick
200 yard Breaststroke.
11-.04.44. Mike "Moses" Merin also
Going into the last relay, Trinity
swam his fastest time, 12:07,02.
had already clinched the meet.
Trinity's other captain, Mike This probably caused them to let
Hinton, took over as he easily won down a little. The race finished in a
the 200 freestyle: In the 50 Free, dead heat. Both watches read
the closest race of the meet, it all 3:27.33, a slow time for the Trinity
was decided by the referee's four, yet the judges decision went
judgement call. Adam was against them. Hinton and Katzman
rightfully awarded first but many each swam their fastest splits of the
felt Franck Wobst had touched year, 51,3 and 49.2, respectively.
Lenny out. Franck had to settle for Hinton's time deserves special
fourth. The 160IM. saw Bowden recognition in that it is the fastest
win comfortably, thanks to his -time . produced by any Trinity
week's taper.
Swimmer in over two years.
The diving events were cancelled
The Men's Swim Team is off now
due to a lack of water, so there was for over a week. Their final meets
a 15 minute rest. 'At this time are on Feb. 23 HOME against
Trinity held a 13 point lead, 28-15. Amherst, and Feb. 26 at Tufts.
As the second half began Hinton Nevertheless, the practicing goes
came up with Trinity's sixth win, on. Many of the swimmers plan to
cruising to a first in the 100 use these ten days to go back to
freestyle. Katzman came back in double session's. Is it worth it? The
the 500 free to again swim the best swimmers seem to think so. 6-4
time of his life, just nabbing second sounds pretty good.

Da-.e W>at6f contributed 11 poLate !B tits WPI iriwsph, many
which were the result of steals and successive layups.
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photo by Mark Italia

